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LENSES ! LENSES ! LENSES !

WILLARD & CO.S

STANDARD AMERICAN CAMERAS
FOK

fmmin. nm. csfyiis, siEiEiscDpn, etc..

Made under the dii-ection of the celebrated Optician

ME. CHAKLES F. TSENEE.

Our Lenses possess a aniform and extraordinary depth

of Focns, Extent of Field and Sharpness of Image, which

gives them the preference over the best of every other

make either Foreign or Domestic.

We are also manufaetui'ing and are prepared to fiu'nish the

IE! CiBlIET CmE-OE-flSITE lElS,

which are especially adapted and combine all the excellencies re-

quisite for producing the new and enlarged size Carte-de-Yisite

pictures now beiag introduced.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF OUR CAMERAS SENT

TO ANY ADDRESS.

For Sale by Stock Dealers throughout the United States and

Canadas,

WILLAED & CO,,

684 BKOADWAY, NEW YORK.



AMEEICAN WHOLESALE DEPOT
FOR ALL KINDS OF

TOGRAPHIC
mAxEFilALDSa

684 BEOADWAF, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS

Being favorably known fiom our position in tlae trade, we omit

notice of any SPECIALTIES in this advertisement. Om- Stock of

is always large, and purchasers will always find their orders filled

in a very prompt and satisfactory manner.

Our individual attention is given to the management of our

business,

WILLARD & CO.,

684 Broadway, New York.



To the Photographic Trade.
SPECIALTIES, NOVEMBER, 1866.

SCOVILL MANDPACTURTNG COMPANY wonki especially invite attention to

their Stock of C. C. Harri:^on'a Portrait Cameras, Harrison i\i Schnitzpr's Patented Globe
Lens and the Patent Ratio Lens with the American Optical Co. 's (John Stock & Co.)
Celebrated Apparatus, which are universally acknowledtred to be the BEST now in the
market. Quality GUARANTEED and sold ?X the Manufacturers' price.

RECENT IMPORTATIONS.
A large assortment of the Genuine B. p. C. Glass; Chance's Celebrated Crystal Sheet

Glass, A 16 oz. ; Porcelain Baths, Stands, Dippers and Trays, 4 x 5 to 19 x 24, and a su-

perior lot of English Hypo. Sulp. Soda ia barrels and half barrels, on which we are
pared to offer the Trade special inducements.

SCOVILL'S EXCELSIOR ROLLER PRESSES.
5 Inch, 6 Lvch, 10 I.nch and 12 Lvch.

The advantages they possess over ALL other Presses in the market are CHEAP-
NES.-^; SLMPLICITY. comlnned with DURABILITY; EASE and RAPIDITY of

working, together with EVENNESS of PRESSURE.

FOR THE PORCELAIN PICTURE
Porcelain glass, ground and plain. A superior article with a clear fine surface ; is

flat, and can be cut with the same facility as ordinary plate glass. In sizes from 2 x 2^
to 13 X 16. Porcelain or Albatype Collodion. Porcelain Printing Frames. French
Passepartouts for Porcelain Pictures. Silk and Cotton Velvet Passepartouts for Porce-

lain Pictures. Porcelain Picture Frames, etc., etc. Turkey Morocco and Oval Velvet

"WOOLEN CLOTH BACKGROUNDS.
Eight feet wide. A superior article made of ^VooIen Cloth of different shades ; can be

washed the same as flannels. The best and cheapest yet introduced. Samples sent upon
application.

GRISWOLD'S FERROTYPE PLATES.
The increased facilities of Mr. Griswold to manfacture his celcbr.ited plate will enable

ue hereatter to keep a full assortment of both Egg-Shell and Glossy constantly on hand,
and fill orders more promptly.

Griswold's Ferro-Photographic Opal Collodion. (Jriswold's Ferro-Photographic Enamel
and Griswold's Ferro-Photo. Manual now in stock and ready for deliver^'.

LATEST PHOTOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.
THE SILVER SUNBEAM. Fifth Edition. THE MA<iIC PHOTOGRAPH. THE

PORCELAI.'^ PICTURE. DRY PLATE PIIO lOGRA PHY. AM. PHOTOGRA-
PHIC ALMANAC for 18CC and 1867. NEWMAN'S MANUAL OF HARMONIOUf
COLORING. WALDACK'S TREATISE. Fouith Edition. PHOTOGRAPHIC
MOSAICS. Second Thousand.

The American Amber Varnish for Negatives and Ferrotypes dries "v\ithout

Heat and very Quickly.

Gale's Solar Camera. A New Article.

SAMUEL IIOOIES, AGENT,
4 Beekman Street, New York.
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Office, 633 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

Harrison's Celebrated Portrait Lenses, the

Patented Ratio Lens, the Patented Globe

Lens, and Stock's Patented Photographic

Apparatus.

Harrison's Portrait Lenses are too well known to need com-

ment. They are used in a majority of the leading galleries on

this continent, and compete successfully with the best makers in

the world. The Patented Globe Lens, although imitated in all

parts of the world, has no rival. It is acknowledged to be the

best view and copying Lens yet produced.

The Patented Eatio Lens combines all the excellencies of

the Globe Lens with the advantage of having several lenses of

different focal lengths comprised in one instrument, thus enabling

the operator to take several sizes of views from one point of sight.

The American Optical Co. 's and Stock's Patented Photographic

Apparatus ai-e universally conceded to be the best and only re-

Hable Apparatus in the market. They are the most comj^lete in

their apj)oiutments and comprise the most valuable patents in use.

Our experience is that artists are becoming tired of cheap ap-

paratus, and are inquiring for oar Goods more and more daily,

as they are cou'N'inced that to compete with the best city work,

they miist have the same tools to work with.

The quality of all our Goods guaranteed. Goods shipped

promptly on receij)t of order.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.



COVILL M'C CO.
Manufacturers, Importers, and Dealers,

4. BEEKMAN STREET,

Offer to the Trade, Artist, and the Amateur, a complete Assortment of

Photographic and Aiiihrotype Goods,

Mostly of tne;r :wn manufacture, but all of the best known makes, embracing

0-A.SES, GIjA-SS, of aU klnda,

mA.I-IES, FPIOTOORA-FHCIO I'A.r'ER,,

mOTOO-RA-FIilC A.LBXJ3S/ES, ETC

Agents for C. C. Harrison's renowned Portrait Cameras,
" Harrison «fc Schnilzer's Patented Globe Lenses,
" Smith's Patent Negative Racks,
" " " Drying Racks,
" Jno. Stock & Co.'s Ajiparatus,
" Mowry's Photographic Presses,
" Excelsior Roller Presses,
" Tagliabue's Actiuo Hydrometers, ^" Griswold's Ferro Plates,
" Gale's Patent Solar Camera,
" Smith's Patent Corrugations,
" Kuhn's Patent Porcelain Printing Frame,
" Dean & Emerson's Adamantine Plates,
" Whitney's Patent Printing Frame.

We would especially invite attention to the extensive stock of Cases, manufactured by
ourselves, including Manilla, Leafier, Cupid, Jewel, P'aucy, and the " Unrivalled" Union
Cases, Frames, and Trays, now manufactured by us in increased variety, and to which
all parties concede superior excellence in design and workmanship.

Scovill's, Anthony's and other brands of Albumeni^ed Paper, prepared from
the best Steinbach, Saxe, and Rive Papers, by the most experienced parties in the couu-

try, nnd guaranteed to give satisfaction equ.al to any other in the market.

Steinbach, Saxe, and Rive Paper furnished to Albumenizers at the lowest importation

rates.

A complete assortment of Porcelain Baths, Stands, Dippers and Trays, 4 s 5 to 19 x
24, Porcelain Funnels and Evaporating Dishes.

FOR PORCELAIN PICTURES.
Opal Printing Frames, Opal Glass, New Style of Cases,

Elegant Passepartouts, etc., at Reduced Prices,

We have
which can be
to 13x16.

the exclusive agency of a new and superior article of FLAT Porcelain Glass.

)e cut with the same facility as ordinary glass, and furnished in sizes from 1-9

New Styles, Cases, etc., etc.

SAMUEL HOLMES. Asent.
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NEGATIVE AND THE PRINT

;

THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S GUIDE,

GALLERY AND IN THE FIELD,

TEXT-BOOK FOR THE OPERATOR AND A^LiTEUR,

Containing Brief and Concise Instructions for the Preparation of the

Different Kinds of Photographs now in Vogue.

SUCH AS THE

Ordinary Negative for Contact Printing, tJie Solar Negative, and
the Negative for tlie Copying Camera ; Printing on Albumen

Paper ; Vigjiette Printing ; Printing Positives on Opal or Plain
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graphic Printing; the Dry Process; the Construction of the
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:
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PHOTOGRAPHER'S GUIDE.

CHAPTEK I.

PREPABATION OF THE GLASS PLATES FOE THE KECEPTION OF

THE COLLODIOX FILM.

It is almost unnecessary to assert, that the finest

and clearest plate glass is the best adapted for photo-

graphic purposes, the only objection is the expense.

If the practical photographer lays in a stock of glass

in large plates, it becomes necessary to construct a

table for the sjDecial purpose of cutting up the large

plates of glass into the sizes required. Any ordinary

table about four feet long and three feet wide will be

suitable for this pui'pose. Let the upper surface be

planed perfectly level and smooth, and afterwards

covered with green baize. Along two sides and one

end a slip of hard wood is fixed upon the baize ; this

slip is one inch wide and about one-sixteenth of an

inch in thickness ; that is, sHghtly thinner than any

glass plate that may be required to be cut. These

slii3S are graduated into inches and fi-actional parts of

an inch along the two sides, beginning at the angle in

each case and proceeding to the left. A flat rule is

next required, about three feet and a half in length,

two inches wide, and half an inch thick ; it must be of

1
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liard wood, and perfectly straight along tlie edges.

Pinally, a glazier's diamond is the next requisite. The

operator must go to a glazier, if he does not know how
to use the diamond. He will learn more in five min-

utes in this respect than we could impart to him by a

lengthy description. The cut of a diamond on glass,

when correctly made, is hke the cut of a shai-p knife

when the edge of the blade is drawn along the surface

of a piece of wood; it is a wedge-like incision totally

distinct from a scratch. "When the cut is made, the

next thing is to separate the two parts ; this is effected

by partly bending and partly pulling the two pieces

assunder, beginning at one side and proceeding gradu-

ally, though quickly onwards, to the other side. Nat-

urally the incision made by the diamond must be

complete to the edge, otherwise the fi'acture will not

easily commence; and if the incision does not reach

the opposite side, the fi-acture may deviate from a

straight line at the part where the diamond cut is

defective.

The operator has to find out in what position his

diamond makes a cut, and not a scratch, and then he

can ever afterwards ^fix; it in this position.

The glass cutting operation is performed on and

near the right end of the table; in consequence of

this, the left end is comparatively free and may be set

aside to receive the vice, etc., for polishing the plates

with buckskin; whilst the drawer on the side will be

a suitable receptacle for the diamond, files, buffers,

buckskin, silk and linen cloths, and whatever else may
be needed in this dej)artment. A certain jjortion of

the di'awer may be divided off into conij)artmeuts for
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tlie reception of the different sized plates used, as, for

instance, for card-pictures, cabinet-pictiu-es, etc.

The plates being now in readiness for the next step,

the sharp edges are all abraded by means of a file ke^^t

for this pui"pose. Whilst j)erforming this work, the

back of the operator is turned towards the table, in

order that the fine particles of abraded glass may faU

upon the floor and not upon the green baize on the

table.

The next operation is to ascertain by actual trial

that each abraded plate will fit in the shield of the

plateholder ; for it is a very vexatious trouble to find,

after the plate has been covered, with collodion and

sensitized, that it is too large for the holder. After

each trial, and when found correct in size, the plate is

put away in its special receptacle until required.

'WTiether the plates have been used befoi'e, or not, we
recommend that they be placed in a bath of nitric acid

and water of the following strength

:

Kitric acid - - - - - 2 ounces.

Water - - - - - 2 pints.

They may remain in this bath for six or eight hours;

by this steeping the old films of varnish and collodion

are easily separated, whilst with fi'esh plates the sur-

faces become thoroughly cleaned fi-om adhering and

extraneous substances. Instead of the preceding bath

the following is also highly to be recommended

:

CAREY lea's bath.

Sulphuric acid - - - - 2 ounces.

Bichromate of potash - - - 2 "

Water 2 pints.
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The result is about the same wliicliever batli is

used.

The adhering films of varnish, collodion, and albu-

men are likewise easily removed by immersing the

plates in cold water and raising the latter to the boil-

ing temperature. This is the least expensive method

but not always the most convenient.

After the plates have thus received their first clean-

ing, or the first preparation preparatory to washing,

each one is taken and placed beneath the tap and sub-

mitted to a thorough washing with a clean sponge or

the fingers; the stream of water is finally allowed to

play upon either side in succession, and then the plate

is ready to receive a coating of albumen upon one side.

The best and easiest mode of preparing the albumen

solution in stock is probably the one lately published by

Mr. Ackland in his modified Fothergill process. The

author says it may be preserved in good condition for

years if kept closely corked.

" Separate the yolks fi'om the whites of any number

of eggs, and to every eight ounces of albumen thus

obtained add twenty drops of glacial acetic acid pre-

viously diluted wdth one ounce of water; stir these to-

gether with a glass rod until intimately mixed, which

occujoies about one minute; then, after resting one

hour, strain through coarse muslin, and to the strained

liquid add half a drachm of the strongest liquor am-

monite; then preserve in carefully corked bottles."

An ounce of this solution diluted with five ounces

of water forms a liquid which is suitable for the sub-

stratum on glass surfaces. Pour a sufficient quantity

of this solution ui:>on the bottom of a clean flat porce-
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lain disli so as just to cover two slips of glass placed

along eacli end of the dish -when lying flat, and remove

all bubbles "with a small piece of paper.

Now take the plate of glass, which has just been

thoroughly washed, and resting one end ujoon the sHp

of glass at the bottom of the dish, let the jolate gTadu-

ally fall upon the surface of the albumen until the

other end rests upon the second slip of glass. A silver

hook will be found very convenient for lowering and

raising the plate. Now raise the end, lift the plate up

and examine its sui-face. The difficulty in this opera-

tion consists in getting a clean surface fi-ee from all

sort of particles. It frequently happens that such

particles are met with on the fii'st film or two. In this

case, take the plate to the tap and wash off the albu-

men thoroughly and begin the operation over again.

As soon as the film is quite uniform and without flaw,

the plate is allowed to di'ain for a moment and then

put away on the rack to dry in a warm place where

there is no cuiTent of air to produce dust.

The di-ying racks referred to are made of strips of

corrugated iron ; they are indispensable in the labora-

tory, and can be had of any of our photographic deal-

ers. Several of them will be needed where work is

done systematicall}'- and with care.

The application of this substratum of albumen saves

an immense quantity of labor in cleaning and polish-

ing the glass surfaces by the old method with rotten

stone and dilute alcohol; but this saving of labor is

but a small part of the advantage gained. With the

albumeuous substratum, specks, stains, silver reductions

on and under the collodion film will seldom or ever
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occur; and we are not cognizant of a single instance

wliere the collodion film slided off the plate "when the

albumen was beneath.

The film soon di-ies and is then indistinguishable

from the glass surface as far as appearance goes; but

the surface covered with this film can easily be distin-

guished in case the plates have been misplaced. Glass

itself is hygroscopic and retains the breath for some

time, whilst, on the contrary, the breath is scarcely

retained a moment on the side covered with the

albumen.

In large galleries this operation fills up idle time;

and in this way a large stock of prepared plates is al-

ways on hand and ready at a moment's notice for the

next operation. But this brings us to the second

chapter.



CHAPTER n.

PREPARATION OF THE COLLODIOX ; AND THE MODE OF COATING

THE ALBUMENIZED PLATES WITH COLLODION.

Collodion, for pliotograpliic purposes, consists of a

solution of pp'oxyline, or gain-cotton in a mixtiu-e of

ether and alcohol, to which are added a certain quan-

tity of soluble iodides and bromides, or of either alone

according to the purposes for which it is intended. It

is not advisable that the operator should manufacture

his own gun-cotton ; for he can get it better and

cheaper from the dealers, and especially from the

chemists who devote their whole and sole attention to

its preparation. Nevertheless, we will give our read-

ers the formulas for the preparation of pyroxyHne.

There are two distinct methods of making gun-

cotton ; the former is by means of a mixture of sul-

phuric acid and nitrate of j)otash; and the latter of a

mixture of sulphuric and of nitric acid. Cotton is im-

mersed in either of these solutions and after remain-

ing a short time it is taken out, washed, and dried.

Apparently it has undergone no change ; but by

weighing the quantity of cotton before and after the

operation we shall find that, after this treatment, the

weight has been increased. Furthermore, common
cotton is insoluble in ether and alcohol; whilst gun-

cotton or pyroxyhnc is quite soluble in this mixture.

Before treatment, too, with the mixed acids cotton

will burn, it is true, but it is not an explosive ingre-
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client, as it becomes after impregnation with one of

the compounds, oxygen and nitrogen arising from the

decomposition of nitric acid.

FIEST METHOD OF PEEPAKi:>G PTEOXYLES'E.

Weigh out, in the first place, twelve ounces of pure

nitrate of potash, pulverize it and dry it thoroughly

before the fii'e; weigh also twenty-four ounces of sul-

phuric acid such as is found in commerce; fui'ther-

more, weigh out six drachms of clean and well-carded

cotton. If the specific gi*avity of the sulpuric acid is

1.84, one ounce of water is required; if it is as low as

1.83G, no water is required; and if it is higher than

1.84, two ounces of water may be measured out and

kept in readiness. Separate the cotton into small

tufts, and place them also in readiness.

Having next provided a large porcelain evaporating

dish, fill it with hot water and let it remain until the

vessel is quite warm on the outside. Pour the water

out and wipe the dish. Now put in the nitrate of

potash, then the water and stir the mixtiu'e about for

a few seconds. The sulphuric acid is next added and

intimately mixed. Finally, the cotton is immersed

with rapidity, one tuft at a time, and pushed quite be-

neath the surface of the mixture and so that every part

may come in contact with the acid and salt. "NYork

the cotton about, by means of two glass rods, for

about four or five minutes, after the last tuft has

been immersed; at the expiration of this time the cot-

ton is taken out and thrown into a large pail of water,

where it is well stirred about by means of the glass

rods in order to get rid of the major p)art of the acid.
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It is now immersed in a stream of running water, dis-

integi'ated with the fingers, and washed for some time

until all acidity has been removed. If a stream of

water is not at hand, the washing operation is per-

formed in several changes of fi'esh water; and finally,

the pjTOxyhne, after a thorough wi-inging, is placed in

a vessel of water, made alkahne with a few di'ops of

ammonia. Separate the pyroxyHne into small tufts in

order that every part may come in contact with the

alkali. After remaining in this water for several hours,

test the liquid with blue htmus paper; if the latter is

not changed in an hour's time, it may be concluded

that the acid has been entirely removed.

But now the pyroxyline has to be again washed in

several changes of water in order to remove every

trace of the alkaH. This is a tedious operation, and

can easily be dispensed with where there is a regular

jet of water in the first instance to remove the

acidity.

"Wring the pyroxyline, and then separate the matted

tufts into thin layers, which may be diied in the sun

or on a water bath maintained at a moderate tem-

perature.

The weight of the pyroxyline wiU now be about

eight drachms.

BECOND METHOD OF PREPAEING PTEOXTLrNE, BY A MIXTURE OP

NITRIC A>'D OF SULPHURIC ACID.

Make use, as before, of the large, glazed earthen-

ware evaporating dish, which is first made warm by

floating it on hot water; then pour into it the follow-

ing acids:
1*
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Nitric acid, sp. gr. 1.37 - C fluid ounces.

Sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1.84 - 12 "

Stir the mixture and ascertain the temperature by

means of a thermometer. When the thermometer has

sunk as low as 150° Fahr., immerse six drachms of

well-carded cotton, previously separated into small

tufts as before. See that every tuft is thoroughly

under the surface; now cover up the dish for ten

minutes. At the expiration of this time the cotton is

removed by means of the two glass rods; the excess of

acid is well pressed out, and then the jDyroxyhne is

plunged into a large bucket of water, and treated in

the same way as before described in regard to pyroxy-

Hne when jorepared with nitrate of potassa, etc.

Ordinary nitric acid has the specific gravity 1.37,

but it is well always to test the strength before com-

mencing, because if it be stronger, the relative pro-

portion of the two acids will be different.

Take the following as examples:

No. 1.

Nitric acid, sp. gr. 1.42 - 9 fluid ounces.

Sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1.84 - 9 "

Cotton _ - - - 6 drachms.

No. 2.

Nitric acid, sp. gr. 1.40 - 8 fluid ounces.

Sulx)huric acid, sp. gr. 1.84 - 16 "

Water 1

Cotton - - - - 6 drachms.

PREPARATION OF PLAIN COLLODION.

The pyi'osyHne when thoroughly washed and dried
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may be preserved in pasteboard boxes for an indefi-

nite time. In order to make collodion of it, it lias to

be dissolved. It is well to keep a quantity of the dis-

solved pyroxyline in stock, always ready for mixture

with the sensitizing solution. This stock solution is

prepared as follows:

Sulphuric ether - - - 2 quarts.

Alcohol - - - - - 1 quart.

Pyroxyline - - - - 12 drachms.

The pyi'oxyline soon dissolves in the above mixture,

which is well shaken and then put aside in the cellar

to settle and ripen. If the pp'oxyline is pure and in

good condition, there will not be much sediment.

Whenever required for use, the proper quantity is

decanted from the upper and clear jDortion at the top

by means of a sj^phon or otherwise. This plain collo-

dion has considerable consistence and may be diluted

with alcohol contained in the iodizing solution.

PREPARATION OF BROMO-IODIZED COLLODION.

It is better to keep in stock a sufficient quantity of

iodizing solution, by means of which a few ounces of

bromo-iodized coUodion may be readily prepared.

Below will be found three different formulas for these

stock solutions

:

Formula No. 1.

Landscape Photography.

Iodide of ammonium - - 144 grains.

Bromide of cadmium - - 120 "

Alcohol - - - - 12 ounces.
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solutions are nearly those of their chemical equiva-

lents.

The quantity of jDyroxyhne to each ounce of collo-

dion, diluted as indicated by the alcohol in the bromo-

iodizing solution, is six gi'ains to the ounce. More or

less can be added as circumstances require. A more

consistent collodion may be used for very small plates;

whilst a thinner collodion may be found necessary for

large plates; that is, for all sizes above the four-fourth.

If the collodion is not quite clear and fi-ee from small

floating particles, it will be found necessary to filter

the solution before it can be used for coating the al-

bumenized plates. Glass filters are manufactiu-ed for

this special pui*pose, which allow the filtration to pro-

ceed without exposing the collodion to the atmosphere.

The glass tube with a small aperture at the closed end

is intended to furnish a passage for air fi-om the re-

ceiver for a coiTesponding quantity of collodion that

has filtered through the cotton, that surrounds it at the

bottom, and that drops into the receiver. We prefer

di'awing the end of the glass tube into a capillary ter-

mination of half or three-quarters of an inch long;

this mode of construction succeeds in preventing the

rising of the coUodion up the tube instead of passing

into the receiver, and of thus obstructing the filtration.

These glass filters are very reliable and almost indis-

pensable, if you aim at perfect productions.

In addition to the glass filters, coUodion vials are

kept for sale. They are constructed in such a manner

as to prevent bubbles whilst the coUodion is being

poui'ed out upon the plate. They are ai-ranged, too, so

as to aUow aU particles and specks of dry collodion to
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accumulate around the neck and not to fall upon the

collodion film. These cometless vials, as they are some-

times called, are also very useful and rehable in the

photographic laboratory.

Before the albumenized plate is coated with collo-

dion, ascertain in the first place which side is covered

with albumen, as previously indicated. Secondly, dust

off all particles fi'om this surface by means of a broad

camel's hair pencil, which must stand in a convenient

position for this pui'pose, reared upon its handle. If

the weather is damp, too, you had better move the

plate a moment or two over a spirit lamp in order to

drive off all moistui'e ; the latter may be seen as it

volatihzes. Then let the plate cool. Hold the plate

by the left front corner between the thumb and first

finger of the left hand, whilst, if the plate be heavy,

the second finger lends assistance in bearing the

weight. The collodion -sdal is then taken in the right

hand; now pour the collodion upon the plate at the

right hand distant corner, and incline the plate gi-adu-

ally whilst you are pouring, so that the collodion may
flow to the other distant and left hand corner and then

forwards toward the front. As soon as the plate is a

httle more than one-half covered, you stop poming out

any more collodion, and allow that, which has been

akeady poured ujDon the plate, to proceed to the fi'ont,

by inclining the plate, and so to accumulate near the

right hand anterior corner, where the excess is allowed

to flow back again into the vial. "Whilst this excess is

thus dropping off fi'om the corner, oscillate the plate in

the direction of the edge, as if it were poised on this

corner; by doing so ridges on the collodion film in the
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direction of the inclination, if the plate Tvere quiescent,

may be avoided. As soon as the collodion ceases to

drop, or nearly ceases, raise the plate into the horizon-

tal position, and oscillate it now in the direction of the

flat siu-faces; that is up and down gently; this motion

remoYGS all reticulated ridges that might have been

formed by the preceding oscUlatory motion; and the

collodion sui^face becomes quite smooth.

As soon as the film is no longer soft, when touched

with the finger, but yet not perfectly day, the plate is

immersed in the silver bath.

There is a considerable knack in coating a plate suc-

cessfully with collodion, and this knack, like eveiy me-

chanical operation of this natui'e can scarcely be ob-

tained otherwise than by practice. All that we can do

is to point out the simplest and clearest method by

which the ai't can be obtained.

To coat very large plates with coUodion requii-es the

aid of a pneumatic-holder, which contains at least two

suction discs; one of thi'ee would stiU. be more expedi-

ent. This form of holder has just been patented; it is

an excellent aid in such and similar operations, and

can be attached in an instant to a plate by simply slap-

ping the discs with a smari quick blow upon the oppo-

site side of the plate to that which it is intended to

coat with collodion. A holder with a single disc is

sufficiently strong to hold any f)late up to the four-

fourth size. Another ai-rangement is found to be very

efficacious in coating veiy large and heavy plates; plates

that are much too hea-s-y and too large to be supported

by one hand. It is this: a sti-ong walking cane, or,

stiU better, the handle of a broom is fixed perpendicu-
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larly in an aperture in the floor; the uj)per part is

rounded oft' into a semi-spheroidal shape, and a piece of

woolen cloth is tied over it. "^Tien about to coat the

plate, the foUoTving is the proceeding : with both hands

caiTy the plate and place it horizontally oyer the upper

end of the broom-stick, so that the center of the plate

rests on the woolen cloth ; in such a position the plate

is easily supported, and, being balanced, it can be os-

cillated by means of the left hand in any dii-ection

whatever. The woolen cloth protects the sui'face from

being scratched, and, at the same time, prevents the

plate from shding off its suppoii. The collodion is

poured upon the sm-face as before directed, and, as

soon as the sui-face is completely covered, the collodion

vial is laid aside, and the subsequent manipulations are

perfoimed with the two hands acting in combination.

If the collodion film is introduced into the silver

bath before it has had time to congeal; that is, has be-

come dry and compact in structui'e so as not to be dis-

integrated by an impression fi'om the finger, the film is

liable to spht up and break off in patches, or wholly, in

the subsequent operations of developing, fixing, etc.

On the other hand, if the film be too diy, it resists the

permeation of the silver solution and does not become,

in consequence, so easily and completely sensitized.



CHAPTER m.

THE KITBATE OF SILVEK BATH, ITS PREP.iRATIOX, TEOUBLES,

A^D KE>-OVATION.

KiTR.\TE of silver is a salt whicli is sometimes adul-

terated; it is an advantage, therefore, to know how to

detect this adulteration before the bath is prepared.

Buy always the salt in the fonn of large flat ciystalline

tables ; if the crystals have more the appearance of

common salt, it is a pretty certain indication that the

salt is not piu-e.

To make the indication certain, dissolve five grains

of the crystals in a di-achm of water, and di'op into the

solution hydrochloric acid as long as a white curdy

precipitate is produced; separate the chloride of silver,

thus formed, by filtration through paper prepared for

the purpose. Into the clear Hquid filtrate add another

drop of hydi'ochloric acid; if no cuixliuess is prodiiced,

it is a sign that all the silver has been removed from

the solution, which, if the original salt was adulterated,

will contain the salt or salts used in the adulteration,

together with traces of hydrochloric acid.

Evaporate the filtrate to di-jnaess; if nothing remains

on the evaporating dish, it is an evidence that the

silver salt was pure, unless nitrate of lead had been

used in the adulteration ; in this case the lead salt will

be found on the filter. But if there is a whitish residue

on the evaporating dish, this ma}- be weighed and put

down as so much imj^ui'ity.
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jVIix a few particles of pulverized lime and some of

tlie white residue together, and moisten the mixture

with a drop of water. If nitrate of ammonia be pre-

sent in this residue, it will be decomposed by the lime,

and the fiunes of ammonia will be set at hberty. The

absence of all smell of ammonia shows distinctly the

absence of an ammoniacal salt. In this case nitrate of

soda may be susj)ected. This salt bui'ns like salt-

petre when thro^Ti upon a piece of burning charcoal;

and blotting jDajDer impregnated with this salt in solu-

tion and diied forms touch-paper, which, when kindled,

bui'us with a deflagxating noise, but without flame, un-

til it is totally consumed.

Supposing the imi^urity is nitrate of lead, it will be

found now as chloride of lead mixed with chloride of

silver on the filter. Filter through the mixed chlorides

dilute nitric acid for some time. The chloride of lead

will be dissolved, and pass thi'ough the filter, lea^•ing

the chloride of silver on the filter. Evaporate the so-

lution to dryness; if there be no residue, there is no

lead salt mixed with the silver salt.

Having in this way satisfied youi'self of the pimty of

"the nitrate of silver piu'chased, proceed further as

follows

:

Take-

Rain water - - 2 quarts or G4 oimces.

Crystallized nitrate of silver - 6 "

Stii- the salt in the water until it is dissolved. This

solution will contain a httle less than forty grains of

nitrate of silver to the ounce of water. Divide the so-

lution into two halves.
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IODIDE OF SIL'S'EE.

Take a di-aclim of this solution and add to it di'op hy

di'op a solution of iodide of potassium, as long as a yel-

low precipitate is formed; let tlie precipitate settle;

then decant the fluid poi-tion and wash the precipitate

with a couple of di-achms of water; let the precipitate

again settle, and finally j)our away the supernatant

water. This yeUow substance is iodide of silver.

]\Iix the iodide of sHver with the one-half of the ni-

trate of silver solution and stir the mixtiu*e with a glass

rod. After standing for an houi', filter this solution

and then add it to the other haK.

Now, throw a small piece of blue htmus paper into

the solution and let it remain a quarter of an hour. If

the color does not at all change to red in this time, or

but exceedingly sJightly, the bath will be in a proper

condition to receive the coUodionized plate. On the

contrai-y, if the blue color ahnost immediately becomes

red, this is a sign that the bath is much too acid; and

you have now to neutralize it with carbonate of soda,

or oxide of silver. Such an occurrence, however, will

seldom be met with, for piu'e nitrate of silver is a neu-

tral salt, that is neither acid nor alkaline; and an im-

pure salt you wiU reject at the very outset. Still we
will indicate the means of coiTecting this acid condition

where it does exist.

C.VRBOXATE OF SODA.

The easiest method of neutrahzing a bath is that

with carbonate of soda; because oxide of silver is but

very feebly soluble in the cold solution. Dissolve a

drachm of carbonate of soda in a small quantity of
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water, and add of this solution drop by di'op a suffi-

cient quantity until tlie acidity is completely neutra-

lized. The bath must be well stui-ed after the addition

of a few drops of the alkaline solution, and then tested.

OXIDE OF SILVER.

Take a drachm of the nitrate of silver solution and

add to it drop by drojD a solution of caustic potassa as

long as a brown precipitate is formed; finally, allow

the precipitate to settle, and j)Our away the hquid on

the top. Mix with the precipitate a couple of drachms

of water, stii' the mixture well, and again allow the re-

sidue to subside. Decant again. Eepeat this opera-

tion of washing two or three times; and at the end

sejDarate the brown powder fi'om the supernatant

Hquid—this is oxide of silver.

Mix the still moist oxide of silver with the acid bath,

and stir it up well; bod the mixture, and then set it

aside for a number of hours. The fi'ee acid combines

with the oxide and forms with it a silver salt, which

probably is nitrate of silver; and the bath thus is ren-

dered neutral. The bath solution is agaiu filtered.

It is quite an advantage to set a funnel aside always

for this special purpose of filtration; in this case it is a

very easy operation to filter the bath every evening, or

every week, according to the work done or the Uabihty

of the bath to receive dust and other itnpuiities. The
filtering paper may be used over and over again re-

peatedly untn it finally gives way by some mechanical

rupture. Never be afraid of injuring the silver solu-

tion by filtration, as some have insinuated; the view

is erroneous; on the contrary, you avoid numerous
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troubles by always preser\ing the bath free fr-ora all

mechanical impmities.

The bath, which may be either of glass, photogra-

phic ware, or porcelain, is j^lacecl in an inclined po-

sition in the dai'k, or non-actinic room; in this room

the albumenized plates are coated with collodion, and

then dii'ectly immersed by means of a porcelain or glass

dij^per in the silver solution.

Each bath ought to be fui-nished with a cover or hd

to keep out both dust and hght both during the opera-

tion of sensitiziug and at every other time. In imme-

diate jjroximity with the bath it is advisable to fix a

glass funnel dipping into a receiver beneath. This

funnel must be a permanent fixtui'e, and is intended to

receive the sensitized plate the moment it is taken out of

the bath. The plate rests in the funnel quite easily with-

out any danger of the collodion film being injiu'ed by

coming in contact with the sides of the conical shaped

funnel, a thing that is impossible. In this position the

excess of nitrate of silver di'aius from the plate and is

collected in the bottle beneath, fr-om which, fr'om time to

time, it can be retiu-ned to the bath.

As soon as the plate ceases to di*op any more of the

silver solution, it is immediately transfeiTed to the

plateholder for the subsequent operation of being ex-

posed.

But we have not yet finished with our discussion of

the bath solution. It is hable to get out of order; and

it is necessary to know how to remove the troubles

that may occaisonally supervene.

The bath is most sensitive when it is in a neutral

condition, but in this condition the collodion film is
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apt to be fogged all over tlie sui-face in the subsequent

operation of development with the ordinary iron devel-

oper; with the collo-ferric developer this trouble of

fogging is not Hkely to occui'. "WTienever the film be-

comes fogged a di'op or two of nitric acid have to be

added to the bath solution, and so long but cautiously

added until the e^dl is removed. We mean by fogging

that the film becomes covered with a veil or cloud, as

it were, which renders it all over shghtly opaque, even

after the fixing of the image, or the removal of all sol-

uble iodides. But the most fi'equent cause of this fog-

ging is not to be attributed so much to the bath as to

the careless manner of exposing the plate during the

time that it is being sensitized, or after removing it

fi-om the bath to the j)lateholder, to difriised actinic

hght. Such a plate is exceedingly sensitive; and a

very smaU amount of common Hght will suffice to pro-

duce a gi'eat deal of damage in a very httle time.

Therefore, before any attempt is made to doctor the

bath with acid, see fii'st that your Hght is in a proper

condition of non-actinism. Of this we shaU speak in a

sj)ecial chapter.

By repeated and long use the bath solution becomes

impoverished and deteriorated hj imj^regnation with

foreign substances—substances introduced with each

plate and produced by chemical decomposition or

otherwise. Thus let us examine what the coUodion

film contains on its introduction into the solution. In

the first place, there is the coUodion itself containing

pyroxyline, alcohol, and ether, and in addition, some-

times, the results of the partial decomposition of both

ether and alcohol, as weU as impurities in the soluble
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cotton itself, as, for instance, free sulphuric acid or an

alkali. To these may be added the bromo-iodized

salts used in the photographic collodion. Thus,

then, the bath "will gradually be rendered impui'e by

dilution with alcohol, and ether certainly, and with

other substances, such as sulphimc acid and an alkah,

probably. But by the chemical decomposition which

takes place immediately, when the collodionized plate

is immersed in the solution, we have, in addition to

the above nitrate of ammonia, nitrate of the oxide of

cadmium and other soluble nitrates, produced according

to what salts may be found in the bromo-iodizing

solution.

Now each collodionized plate introduces a Httle of

each and nearly of all of the ingi-edients enumerated,

on all occasions, certainly, a httle alcohol, ether, and

of the soluble nitrates. These, by their gi-adual accu-

mulation, must have a tendency to put the bath out of

order and render it less efficacious than at the begin-

ning, when newly prepared. But by the mutual action

of nitrate of silver on each of these, or on each other,

other compounds are produced. The photogi'apher,

therefore, -^-iU no longer be sui-prised that the silver

bath does get out of order ; in fact it would be siu'-

prising if it did not.

But now the question arises : How can these troiibles

be removed? or, if incapable of being removed en-

tirely, how can they be diminished ?

Mechanical impiu'ities, such as dust and collodion,

and insoluble chemical precipitates or ciystals, such as

the iodide of silver, bromide of silver and sulphate' of
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silver, can be easily removed by careful and frequent

filtration.

Volatile liquids, sucli as ether and alcohol, are di-

minislied to a minimum quantity by boiling or distil-

lation; by the latter method they may be collected in

a receiver and appHed afterward to some useful pur-

pose.

If iodide and bromide of ammonium were alone used

in the bromo-iodizing solution, the salt arising fi'om

double decomposition in the silver bath would be

nitrate of ammonia; this salt might be removed en-

tirely by fusion and decomposition by heat, after the

bath had been evaporated to di';yTiess, and nitrate of

silver would remain. But collodion seldom, if ever,

contains these two salts alone, and consequently all

other resulting nitrates would remain in fusion along

with nitrate of silver.

It is hence apparent, that an old bath cannot be

freed of its salts except by the decomposition of the

silver salt itself, and furthermore, that filtration and

distillation are the only means within our power of

making an approximation to the pui-ification of the

silver bath.

Cyanide of potassium has been recommended as a

sure means of restoring a disordered bath; it is quite

certain that by dropping into the bath a drachm or so

of the solution, then by placing the bath in the sun for

several hours, and afterward by filtration, the silver

bath becomes momentarily wonderfully improved, but

it soon loses this quality and becomes fijially worse

than it was before this treatment.
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Upon tlie whole, it is advisable, after an old bath has

been used for a long time, and has been several times

boiled and subjected to distillation, to precipitate the

silver by means of a solution of common salt, to wash

and dry the residue, and finally reduce the resulting

chloride of silver to the metaUic state by fusion. But

the operator will find no advantage in doing the work

himself; there are silver and gold refiners who buy up

aU such residues of silver and of gold, and make a

business of reducing them. Nevertheless, we shall de-

vote a special chapter to this dej)artment of a photo-

grapher's business, to which the reader is referred.



CHAPTEK IV.

THE SKY-LIGHT, SIDE-LIGHT, SCREENS, AND ACCESSORIES FOR

POSING THE MODEL.

The department, upon which we now enter, is a sub-

ject of the most vital importance, and at the same time

the least understood, and consequently the least under

control. It has baffled the attempts of many an author

to describe, because it is a department of art as weU
as of science. A combination of art and science can

alone solve the difficulties.

The first aim of the artist in painting is to obtain a

natural roundness and an agi'eeable contrast of Hght

and shade in his portrait; these properties not only

confer vitaHty to the inert pictui'e, but at the same

time this vitaHty is sparkling, as it were, and pleasant

to behold.

This ought also to be the first aim of the photographer.

In order to attain to this desideratum the artist ma-

nipulates with his lights so long, not by guess, but in

accordance with the science of optics and of taste,

until his model is so placed as to present in person the

artistic model he wishes to copy.

The photographer must do exactly the same.

Let us here then present before our readers some

general principles. Place a globe on a pedestal and

let it represent the sitter's head. Let us suppose we
wish to make a picture of this globe so that it shall ap-

pear perfectly flat like a round table—how must the
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globe be illumiaecl so as to give the appearance re-

quired ?

Shut out all the hght except the one immediately in

front of it ; or let the sun shine directly upon the sur-

face to be copied.

The globe itself will appear flat—and so TdU the pic-

tui-e, because the illumination is apparently equal all

over the sui'face.

By -what means are solid objects depicted on a JJat

surface so as to appear sohd ?

Fu-stly, by the conveyance of the hues of contour of

the given object to a given point or to given points;

aild

Secondly, by shading the object more and more ac-

cording as the part becomes more and more distant.

Hence, if thei'e is no difference in the illumination of

a given object, there vriU be no contrast of hght and

shade, and consequently the pictiu'e "will be in like

manner devoid of hght and shade, and consequently

flat.

Can the globe be placed in such a position as to

be illumined most in fr-ont and then that the hght gi-a-

dually becomes less intense to the edge of the illumin-

ated hemisphere ?

Remove the globe back fr-om the window ; and sup-

pose the window to be a small opening at the end of a

long corridor, which, when this opening is closed up,

would be quite dark; and let the ceiling, the side walls,

end, and floor be covered mth black woolen cloth.

Then it wiU be e^ident by experiment, that, as the

globe is made to recede, its sm-face gi'aduaUy will as-

sume more and more apparent roundness to the eye of
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the beholder; and this apparent roundness will be im-

proved until finally there is a balance between the

hght and shade. If the globe be carried fiu'ther back,

the balance will be destroyed by a preponderance of

darkness or shade. Thus, too much light, or too httle

Hght, is equally o^Dposed to the production of apj^arent

solidity in an object.

Instead of having an opening in the corridor at the

end, let this be closed up, and another be opened right

above the globe in the ceihng; and let the eye of the

sj)ectator be placed on a level "VNith the center of the

globe. What will be the phenomenon in this case?

One-quarter of the globe alone will be visible, and

the most illuminated portion is that part which in re-

ahty is the most distant, and the nearest part; that is,

the part nearest the eye, receives the least amount of

light; and thus, what one jDart gains in luminosity, it

loses in distance, and vice versa; so that here also the

idea or appearance of solidity is destroyed. With such

a light we should have the same result, however dis-

tant the hght might be removed fi'om the globe, as long

as the eye preserves its position on a horizontal level

with the center of the globe.

We hence deduce, in general terms, that a vertical

hght is altogether inferior to a horizontal hght for the

illumination of an object, that is intended to be so

shaded as to appear sohd when photographed, the eye

or the lens being supposed to be in the horizon of the

center of said object.

We deduce, furthermore, that a horizontal hght,

when the hght and the eye are in the same j)lane, will,

under all ordinary circumstances, produce a flat pic-
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tnre, because it suffuses the object witli an equal

quantity of light all over its surface.

But, if neither a single vertical, nor a single horizon-

tal light, unaided, will produce the proper illumination

of an object so as to exhibit the right contrast of light

and shade, that shall cause apparent sohdity, what

is to be done ?

We must avail oui-selves of every aid that presents

itself; and such aid may be derived fi-om a combination

of hghts, dii-ect or by reflection ; thus, in the case of

the vertical light above mentioned, the eye in its pre-

scribed position could distinguish only one-foiu'th of

the sphere illuminated ; now let us arrange a large

white screen near the globe at an angle of forty-five

degrees with the floor, its central part being as high as

the center of the globe, we shall perceive a much larger

part of the globe illuminated than before ; and yet the

light has not been changed either in its original direc-

tion, in quahty or in quantity ; but we have manipu-

lated with our light, and made it subservient to our

wishes.

But we might have accomphshed the same object by

admitting a small quantity of Hght fi'om an apertiu-e,

and allowing it to arrive at the globe in the same di-

rection as that which was reflected.

What we here present are general principles; and

from these general principles it is requu-ed to elaborate

a system of lights and reflectors (screens), by means

of which the sitter may be artistically suffused vnth. an

agreeable contrast of light and shade.

As soon as the oj)erator has once found out a posi-

tion for the model, and an arrangement of curtains and
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screens in a given room, whicli will produce the best

effect of light and shade, he can ever afterward fix his

model and reproduce his arrangements. All this is

very easy; but in case a group has to be photogi-axihed,

he will fi'equently be greatly perj^lexed unless he makes

himself quite famihar with the general princij^les which

we have endeavored to inculcate.

With these few hints we will now proceed to the

sky-hght, etc., which form an essential part of a i^ho-

tographic estabhshment.

As a general rule the photogi*apher's glass-room is

found in the iipper story of a buUding, and in such a

position that the adjoining buildings are not higher,

and where there are no trees, steeples, or chimnies to

cast shadows upon the roof.

The best position of a house for this purpose is when

the roof runs directly East and "West; stiU it is j)ossible

to get along with any direction, and to fix or constmct

the hghts accordingly.

Taking then the normal condition, in which the roof

runs East and West, the floor of the garret is removed,

in order to allow the sky-light to be as far remote as

possible from the sitter. Upon the side of the roof

which inchnes to the North the sky-Hght is to be con-

structed, and continued, after it arrives at the eaves,

until within a couple of feet of the floor. The distance

from the East and West walls must be from twenty to

thirty feet at least. In this case haK the width of the

roof either on the East or West side can be devoted to

the sky-hght and side-hght, both, of coui'se, looking

North. Curtains are aiTanged in parts with pulleys

and cords, so as to cover both of these windows en-
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tirely or partly according to circumstances. It is well

to have two sorts of curtains, one set opaque so as to

shut out the light altogether, and the other set of blue

or white semi-transparent material intended simply to

modify the Hght.

In an ordinary sized building, three-fourths of the

whole flight is devoted to the glass-room, the remain-

ing portion being set apart for other purposes, such as

dark-room, printing, or store-room, etc.

If the roof of the building runs North and South,

and said building is isolated fi'om other edifices, a sky-

light is constructed on either side of the roof, and the

Northern end, at least, a portion of it, is devoted to

the side-hght. These three wdndows are all furnished

with movable opaque curtains or screens designed for

excluding the direct light fi'om the sun when in the

East or in the West, or portions of light in certain

directions.

The plans which we have described are such as may
be followed, when the building is already constructed;

but little alteration is needed in the general form of

the original construction, and consequently the ex-

pense will not be very gi-eat; but if we had to construct

a model glass-house, oiu* plan would be different fi-om

the preceding. The Southern half of the upper part

of the house we would devote to the posing-room

proper, the background being placed near the South

wall, whilst the sitter looks toward the North. Along

the middle of the other half an alley is constructed for

the camera. A general idea of the outer form of our

model glass-house may be given by imagining two

boxes placed endwise in contact, but one of them being
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twice as liigli as tlie other. The tall one represents the

posing-room, the low one the gallery for the cameras,

in connection with each other. On the roof where the

two parts join the sky-light is constructed, having an

inclination of forty-five degrees; and on either side

there is a side-hght to within a couple of feet to the

gi'ound. All these hghts are furnished with cui'tains

and opaque shutters. Only one side-hght is used at a

time in portraitui'e. On either side of the avenue de-

voted for the camera, are side-rooms for various pur-

poses, such as toilet-rooms, stock-rooms, dark-rooms,

etc. The intention of this arrangement is to keep the

camera in as dark a place as possible, in order that the

space between the camera and sitter may reflect but

little light into the lens ; for it is impossible to obtain

a bright picture on the ground glass when the space

referred to is full of hght; there is no contrast; in fact

in such a case, where your room is full of hght, you

would be taking a picture of the atmosphere rather

than of yoiu' sitter; and your work would always be

imsatisfactoiy.

Illumine your sitter but not your room !

The glass employed for such lights is, when all

things are considered, the ordinaiy strong and color-

less crown glass. With a convenient and proper ar-

rangement of curtains and bhnds, there is no particu-

lar advantage, if any at all, in having the windows

glazed with blue stained glass, gTound glass, or glass

painted either of a dead blue or white. These all more

or less obstnict actinic light, and there are times when
all the light, that can possibly be obtained, is required.

Still we must guard the reader against supposing that
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negatives are good according to the quantity of liglit

that has access into the gallery; the truth is frequently

just the contrary; that is, a very small amount of hght

fr'equently will produce a better picture than an un-

limited quantity.

The -walls and ceiling of the glass-room must be

painted of a dead bluish-gi-ay color, or a gray-drab;

and the floor must be covered with a carpet of similar

colors. The backgi-ounds are made of woolen cloth, or

some material in imitation of woolen cloth. One side

may be gray, and the other white ; or separate back-

grounds may be used each of a diflerent shade. Pic-

torial backgrounds in monochrome are sometimes very

aj)propriate ; but the operator must always bear in

mind that in portraitiu'e the backgi'ound is a second-

ar}' matter, and must not be made the most prominent

part of the picture. By placing the backgi'Ound more

remote fr'om the sitter, it will be more out of focus and

less distinct in the picture; with this knowledge the

artist can arrange the backgi-ound so as to produce the

effect required.

In addition to the backgrounds, a number of swing

screens covered with white cotton cloth are required

to be used as reflectors. For, supposing the model is

placed A\'ith his back nearly South-West, and his face

looking North-East, it is evident that a portion of the

right side of his head and face will be too much in the

shade. To obviate this defect a screen is placed at

some distance South of the sitter and facing the North,

and at such an angle as to reflect a suflicient quantity

of hght to reheve the deep shadows on the side of the

face in question.

2*
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The sitter must be placed back toward the South

side, and far enough to escape the vertical rays from

the shy-light, otherwise the upper part of the head

will be illumined disproportionately with the rest of

the body ; and large shadows will be produced beneath

all the prominent parts of the head and face, as the

nose, eyebrows, cheekbones, etc. The tendency of

such a hght will be also to flatten the head in the pic-

ture, as we have akeady mentioned in reference to the

illumination of a globe.

In fine, place the sitter so that there are no dee-p

shadows on the eyes, beneath the nose, or on the neck;

let there be only one reflected star on each eye; this

can be eflected b}' means of the ciu'tains; let one side

of the face be sHghtly more luminous than the othei',

the brightest parts being those which are most an-

terior; let the eye of the beholder, or the lens of the

camera be a trifling distance above the elevation of the

eye of the model; if it were othervsise, the opening of

the nostrils would be quite visible and unpleasantly

depicted in the pictiu-e. Place the sitter in a comfort-

able, easy, and natiu-al posture; and when accessories

are to embellish the pictui'e, such as a piano, table, etc.,

let them be appropriate to the sex, profession, or con-

dition. It is absurd to attempt to make a fitness of

things where it was never intended; it is a constraint

that makes a picture ludicrous.



CHAPTER V.

LENSES AND CAMERAS.

The lenses used in portraiture, are all, or nearly all

of them, constructed, after tlie same formulas. In a

work like this, which is designed for the practical oper-

ator, it would entirely be out of place to discuss these

formulas, which are intelligible only to the physico-

mathematican. Such lenses are called portrait or

compound lenses to distinguish them fi'om lenses of

apparently a much more simple constraction which are

used in landscape photogi-aphy.

The anterior part of the portrait combination con-

sists of two lenses cemented together with Canada bal-

sam, which makes them appear like one lens. The

first or outer lens is constinicted of crown glass, and is

double convex; the inner lens is double concave, and

of flint glass. It is easy to distingaiish these two sorts

of glass: flint is colorless, or if sHghtly tiuged it is

with that of a veiy faint yellow; but crown glass a

faint greenish hue. Eemember, the convex part faces

the sitter.

In the middle of the tube and between the two len-

ticular combinations is found what is called the dia-

phragm or stop, being a piece of blackened brass with

a central apertiu'e. In some portrait combinations

the stops are movable and are furnished -sNith apertures

of different diameters. The intention of these stops is

this : the central and the peripheral part of a lens pro-
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duce pictui'es, it is true, independently of each otlier,

but not at the same distance from the lens. This pro-

perty can easily be verified by sticking a round disc of

leather upon the central part of a lens and then focus-

sing some object on the gi'ound glass. The i)icture in

this case is formed by the glass ling external to the

leather disc. Now remove the disc of leather, and

place upon the lens in its stead a piece of leather as

large as the lens, but of -uhich the central portion was

the disc previously. In this case the hght passes only

through this central part. Focus again the same ob-

ject upon the ground glass. Tou mil find you have to

increase the distance between the lens and the gi'ound

glass, or that the focus for the outside or central por-

tion of a lens is longer than that of the external or

peripheral part of a lens. Hence, it is impossible,

under ordinary cu-cumstances, to obtain a shai'p pic-

ture of an object with the full opening of a lens; for

points and lines that are out of focus become converted

into surfaces; and we see that if we focus with the

central part of the lens, the rays that come to a focus

from the outside part will form theii* sharp picture in

fr'ont of the ground glass. In consequence of this,

stops are used for excluding all the peripheral rays;

and the smaller the aperture in the diaphi-agms the

ahai-per the pictui-e. But there is a Hmit to this ad-

vantage; the apertiu-e may be so small as to allow but

little light to pass through it, and, although the pic-

ture that is thus formed is verj' neatly defined, it is

but very faintly luminous ; but luminosity produces

photogi'aphic or chemical action on theprei^aredj^late;

and this action varies in magnitude with the quantity
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of light; so that when the luminous picture on the

ground glass is faint, it "svill fail partially or totally to

produce any impression on the chemically prepared

sui'faces. In landscape photogi'aphy, when the con-

densation of light is veiy gi'eat, the smallest aperture

may be used ; whereas, in the glass-room, there is but

a small surface, comparatively speaking, that trans-

mits its light through the lens, we are obHged to use

the largest stop.

The posterior lens is also a combination of two

single lenses, but these are not cemented together.

The inner one, that is, the one next after the dia-

phragm consists of flint glass; it is concavo-convex in

form, the convex side looking toward the center of

the tube. Between this and the last lens there is a

small brass ring which keeps the two lenses apart.

The last lens is a double convex lens, but the inner

surface is more convex than the outer one. The rea-

son of this variety of lenses, so as to produce a work-

ing combination, is not intelligible to any one who has

not made the subject of optics an earnest study. You

have seen that the peripheral parts of a lens act difler-

ently from the central parts in converging rays to a

focus; and that diaphragms are apphcd to remedy the

e-sal; now you must proceed a step fiu-ther and learn

that, when light passes through a lens, whether con-

vex or concave, it undergoes a change in passing

through; befoi'e it entered, it was colorless; now when

it makes its exit, it is colored. Another step teaches

us, that lenses made of one sort of glass have the pro-

perty of correcting the color produced by a lens of

another soi't of glass. Thus the hght that passes
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througli the front double convex lens of crown glass

becomes colored by this passage ; but the double con-

cave lens of flint glass, being j)laced immediately be-

hind it, receives the colored rays and restores them

partially to theii" original colorless condition. Other

combinations succeed in order, whose function it is to

complete the restoration, and still allow a residual

quantity of convexity of sui'face to remain in order to

converge the rays as they finally pass out; for without

convergence there can be no pictiu'e.

For landscape photography the same sort of lens

can be used as for portraitui-e; but one of less costly

construction will answer the purpose equally well ; it

is also much hghter in weight, and hence more port-

able. Many of our portrait combinations are so ar-

ranged that the front lens can be used singly for land-

scaj)es, whilst the two are required for portraits. In

such combinations, the back lens is not so much re-

garded as a corrector of the front lens, but as an addi-

tional lens which shortens the focal length of the com-

bination, and hence produces a greater condensation

of hght which is capable of making the photographic

or actinic impression on the prepared chemicals, and

which a single lens would be incapable of effecting.

The view lenses proper are found in the market

under various forms ; those of Jamin consist of a single

combination of two simple lenses cemented together

with Canada balsam. Several others are of the same

construction. The stop or diaphragm is placed in

fi'ont of the combination, and the latter is generally

turned right round, so that the lens which is posterior,

when it is used in portraiture, becomes j)laced in fi'ont
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for landscapes. But, as before remarked, a combina-

tion of two lenses can never be made to correct the

whole amoiint of decomposition of hght; hence, such

view lenses, although in many instances exceedingly-

excellent, have not the same reputation as combina-

tions of three simple lenses so as to form triplets,

which, when the formulas are i)roperly calculated, and

the curves carefully groimd in accordance, can correct

the decomposition more eflectually than a doublet, in

the ratio of two to one. The simj)le lenses of such a

triplet may be either cemented together as one lens,

or combined according to some ojDtical principle at

given distances apart. The view lenses of Dallmeyer

and Ross, made in this form, are equal in every re-

spect to the very best in any country, and by many
photographers they are regarded superior to all others.

The Globe lens is a very haj^j^y combination of two

pau-s of compoimd meniscuses, which, when mounted,

are in the form of a globe. The stop is in the middle

between the two compound meniscuses. The coitcc-

tions for both the spherical and chromatic aberrations

are nearly perfect; and the angle of view is very large;

it is a very favorite lens among our American j)hoto-

graphers. DaUmeyer's -uide-angle lens will perform

all that the Globe lens can do, and has the advantage

of using more Hght.

The Steinheil periscopic lens is in fact a Globe lens,

consisting, however, of two simple meniscuses of the

same sort of glass ; it is mounted Kke a Globe, wdth a

central stop. The chromatic correction is effected in a

very cui'ious way, which has hitherto not been recog-

nized by opticians as possible. The angle of view in
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tliis combination is also veiy large ; but its action is

said to be very slow; and on that account it will

scarcely ever compete with the Globe and the "Wide-

Angle lens.

The Oiihoscopic combination is another form of lens

which may be used for taking views. It consists of two

combinations of two lenses each. The angle of view of

this form of lens is much more contracted than that of

the Globe or the Wide-Angle lenses of Eoss and Dall-

meyer ; it derives its name from the fact, that straight

lines in a chart or map are exhibited straight or ortho-

scopic in the copy. But the Globe or the "Wide-Angle

lens will also do this orthoscopic work more quickly

and to a gi-eater extent. The optical construction be-

tween the Globe and the Orthoscopic lens is quite dif-

ferent; so much so that the former may be said to be

corrected with positive or convex lenses for both spher-

ical and chromatic aberration; whilst the latter is cor-

rected with negative or concave lenses.

The lenses from abroad which have gained the high-

est rej^utation here are those of Voigtlander, Eoss,

DaUmeyer, and Jamin; but we do not need any longer

to avail ourselves of foreign aid in this respect; the

portrait combinations of two or three of our native op-

ticians in this countiy, for instance those of AVillard &
Co., Am. Optical Co., Chapman & "Wilcox, and Eoettger

cannot be surpassed for accuracy of workmanship; and

the Globe lens for copying and landscape operations

stands pre-eminent.

CAIIEKAS.

There are various forms of cameras according to the

purposes for which they are intended. The requisites
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in a camera are that it shall be rigid and yet light;

the gi-ound glass must be perpendicular to the oj)ti-

cal axis of the lens, and its motion must be even

and always remain pei-pendicular to the axis. In

large cameras the ground glass has two motions, a

quick and a slow motion, by which the focussing can

be easily effected without touching the lens itself. This

is couTenient. For taking card-pictui-es the camera is

generally constructed so as to allow the plateholder to

slide into different positions by means of which several

pictui'es of the same sitter can be taken on the same

plate. If, moreover, there are two or four lenses on

the same camera, and the plateholder also slides, a still

larger number of pictiu'es can thus be taken at the

same sitting.

Stereoscopic cameras are always constructed for the

reception of two lenses of equal power ; but with a

sHding plateholder stereoscopic negatives can be taken

with a single lens. In this case, however, the camera

must also be made to slide into a position two inches

and a half either to the right or the left of its fii'st po-

sition after the first exposui'e, according to whether

the right side pictiu'e was taken first, or the left side

picture.

Cameras are now manufactured with such a degree of

perfection, that it is needless to enumerate the troubles

that photographers had to expect in former times.

Above all things, however, ascertain at the outset

whether the ground glass and the negative glass are

exactly at the same distance from the lens. To do

this, put a plate of flat glass into the holder and draw

the slide. Lay a straight and flat nilcr over the edges
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of the frame and measiu'e the height of the upper side

of the ruler from the surface of the glass belovr; move

the ruler about over different parts of the surface and

measure the height. If this height remains the same all

over the surface of the glass plate, it is an evidence that

the glass corners have been accurately set. Now lay

the ruler over the fi-ame of the gi'ound glass, in differ-

ent parts, and measure the corresponding height; if

these are all the same, and also correspond exactly with

that of the negative glass, the construction of these

two pai-ts is correct and accurate.

TO MAKE THE ACTINIC FOCUS AND LUMINOUS FOCUS

COINCIDENT.

It may happen that, however accurately the gi'ound

glass and the sensitized plate may coincide in distance

from the lens, and however coiTectly you may have

focussed, 3^et the j)ictui'e on the negative is not as sharp

as the picture on the ground glass. This is caused by

the non-coincidence of the actinic focus and the lumin-

ous focus; that is, the compound lens has been either

over-corrected or under-corrected. If a lens has been

perfectly corrected, all the rays of the sj)ectrum come

to a focus at one and the same point ; in an un-

corrected and imder-corrected lens, the blue, that is,

the actinic rays come fu*st to a focus; whereas in an

over-corrected lens the luminous rays are brought first

to focus.

The actinic focus is the focus of the picture on

chemically prepared paper.

The luminous focus is the focus of the picture on

the ground glass. Hence, if the lens has not been

sufficiently corrected, the luminous jDicture on the
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gi'oiincl glass will be more distant tlian the actinic pic-

ture on the sensitized plate ; and it remains for you to

find out by actual experiment how much the difference

of distance is. Put in a piece of cardboard between

the edges of the gi-ound glass and the flange upon

which it rests, and tiy if this imiDroves the picture on

the sensitized plate ; if this has improved the result

but not completely cured the defect, add another thick-

ness of cardboard imtil you have overcome the diffi-

culty.

But if the lens has been over-corrected, the ground

glass must be gi'adually sunk deeper in its frame until

the desired correction has been attained.

Secondly, see that there are no pinholes or screw-

holes by which Hght can find access into the interior

of the camera, excepting through the lens.

See, too, that the spring valve of the plateholder

opens and closes accurately when the shde is put in or

taken out.

"V\rhenever accessories have to be taken together with

the portrait in the picture the camera must be hori-

zontal ; for if it be tilted, perpendicular objects are

tilted also, and will be represented as such in the jjic-

tui-e. But when the portrait alone is taken, it is cus-

tomary to raise the back of the camera, so that the

lens is inclined downward in order to look down upon

the sitter. In this way a position can be found where

every part of the model will be nearly all in focus.

To focus with ease and accui'acy it is better to have

a large opaque cloth tacked to the fi'ont frame of the

camera all round the top and the two sides, and suffi-
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ciently long as to cover tlie licad and shoulders of the

operator whilst he is examining the picture on the

ground glass. A pair of good sjoectacles will also be

found exceedingly useful in making the focus quite

sharp. It is customary to bring the eye of the sitter

into accurate focus. This can easily be done, for

the inner corner of the eyelids is a very visible

object.

See that the head rest is nowhere visible, nor any-

thing else that ought not to be seen. Place the sitter

so that almost every part of his body is nearly at the

same distance from the lens. To do this the model

must sit sidewise, turning his head to the front. Let

the position be graceful, easy and natural. If any

part, such as the hand, or knee, etc., be too much out

of focus, let the position be changed until the picture

is satisfactory. Adjust the robes, ribbons, ringlets,

etc., of your sitter, which do not flow or sit in artistic

forms, and direct your model to regard some small

and easily seen object, by which the eyes are in no way
constrained nor the face forced into a stare. When all

is thus adjusted, put the cap on the lens, remove the

ground glass and substitute the plateholder contain-

ing the sensitized plate. Draw out the slide and wait

a moment to allow the camera to be quite at rest.

Your model must now regard the prescribed object;

take off the cap from the lens and count the

seconds.

It is always an advantage to have a clock furnished

with a seconds' hand, in sight from your present

position, so that you have no trouble with your watch;
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and the spectacles that you use to focus -svith, had al-

ways better be left in a given place in or near the

camera, for it is too much trouble to put them in your

pocket and then hare to take them out again when

wanted.

Close the cap and the sHde. Carry the plateholder

into the dark room.



CHAPTER VI.

THE DAEK-BOOM DEVELOPMENT.

In former times tlie room in wliicli tlie pictures

were developed, the j^lates sensitized, etc., was prop-

erly called a dark-room—it was dark, gloomy and dis-

agreeable. It is no longer so now. From discoveries

that have been made, this developing room may be the

lightest room in the establishment, as long as the light

is of the proper color. Let the window of the room
be glazed with orang-red colored glass, and in ad-

dition fix np a curtain of thin red woolen cloth or

flannel. The light that passes through this window
exercises no action upon the sensitized plate

;
you may

develop the plate in front of this window without any

danger of fogging the impression. But be sure to

shut u^D every avenue to ivhite light; the smallest beam
of this light is detrimental to your success; the hght

that comes through the keyhole is injurious.

This room ought to be called the non-actinic room,

because the light with which it is suifused is non-

actinic, which means, that it has no action on j)i'e-

jDared chemicals.

It is well to try the efficacy of your non-actinic

room by experiment. Sensitize, therefore, a coUodion-

ized plate, and then expose it to the light which en-

ters through the orange-red window for two or three

minutes. Pour on the develojDer in the usual way. If

the plate does not change color in the least, it is an
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evidence tliat actinic liglit, at least, has not made any

impression upon it, and you may then, with fuU con-

fidence, afterward perform all your developing opera-

tions with ease and certainty.

To facihtate the operation still further, we always

prefer developing by the aid of a light which comes

from below, and thus shows the progi'ess of develop-

ment by transmitted hght. For this jDui-pose let the

developing comer or table be a projection beyond the

wall of the building, and let a large square of non-

actinic glass be glazed in an apertui*e on the top of

this table; this pane can admit Ught only from below

upward.

During development the plate, whether large or

small, may be held, it is true, between the thumb and

finger, but it is much easier to hold it supported on a

pneumatic plateholder. In this position you can cover

the plate with the developing solution with the utmost

facility. It requires some experience before you can

flow the developer evenly without any stoppage or in-

terruption; the operation must be quick, and yet it

miist not be ^'iolent, othei'wise much of the developer

will rush oS at the oj^iiosite side, and carry with it

much of the fi-ee nitrate of silver which was still on

the plate, and which is so very beneficial in producing

intensity. If the ^developer proceed slowly over the

exposed film, the development will be uneven, one

part being already out before the other has com-

menced. If the developer stop and refuse to proceed

in a given direction, there will assiu'edly be found in

the finished negative a dark hnc or curve at that

place, which wiU be very oflfensive in the print.
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Furtliermore, if tlie developer be poui'ed from a

great heiglit (and we regard two or tlii'ee inches liigli

in tliis experiment), its momentum the moment it

comes in contact with the collodion is sufficient to

wash off the impressed silver from this part, and to

produce, in consequence, a very weak patch at this

spot. To avoid all these troubles, and especially with

a large plate, we prefer laying it at the bottom of a

dish of gutta-percha at one end. In this case, the dish

being shghtly tilted, the develoj)er can be poui'ed into

the ojDposite end in sufficient quantity to cover the

plate the moment it is again raised to a horizontal po-

sition or tilted in the opposite direction. This is a veiy

effectual plan of development, and, especially so, if the

dish has a transparent bottom, for then you can watch

the development by transmitted Hght.

A transparent developing dish is constructed in the

following manner : Take a thin piece of hard and well

diied wood, four or five feet in length, one inch wide,

and half an inch thick, and plane a gi'oove along the

middle about thi'ee-sixteenths of an inch deej), suffi-

ciently large to allow the edge of an ordinary pane of

glass to shde along it. Four lengths are then cut out

so as to make a rectangiilar fi'ame, the ends being cut

in a miter-box at an angle of forty-five degrees. A pane

of glass is then tightly fi-amed in the gi'oove; and the

frame is fii-mly nailed together. After this is done, a

cement consisting of five parts of resin, one part of

beeswax, and one of red ocher are melted together,

and when fluid a sufficient quantity is poured along

each seam or gi'oove all round on either side, and

along all the corners. After the cement has set, the
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excess is pared off and polished down smooth with a

red hot pointed piece of metal. The frame is finally

covered with a coat of varnish, made by dissolving

sealing wax in alcohol, in a teacup, over the stove.

Coach or any other varnish will answer the pui-pose. We
have a set of such fi-ames, of different sizes, for the dif-

ferent sized plates in use. Each transparent plate is at

least two inches longer than the plate to be developed;

the excess of length is the part which is to receive the

force of the developing fluid as it falls out of the vial

which contains it. If the plates to be developed are

very large, the dish that is to hold them may be con-

structed so as to have two projecting handles, either

screwed on to the ends of two parallel sides, or formed

out of these two sides themselves, which are left pro-

jecting some four or five inches beyond the ends. The

dish and plate are then easily supported by the two

hands, whilst an assistant pours on the developer.



CHAPTER Vn.

DEVELOPERS INTENSIFIEKS.

The image on, or in the collodion film, after ex-

posure, is a latent or invisible picture of the objectupon

which you focussed; by the apphcation of certain

chemical solutions to the collodion film, the image, be-

fore latent, gradually emerges from its prison-hold

into being. Such chemical solutions are called devel-

opers; these act hke all other chemical substances

that produce reductions or decomj)ositions. Thus, if

we add a solution of iodide of potassium to another of

bichloride of mercury, a color, a beautiful scarlet color,

starts out from the previously transparent and colorless

fluids; we have no power, no knowledge whatever, that

will enable us to tell a priori, the result of the admixture

of twounknown solutions simplyfrom their apj)earances,

but if we know the solutions we do know with accu-

racy the result of such an admixture, because this re-

sult is simply that derived fi'om pre\'ious experimenta-

tion. But, notwithstanding a very extensive accumu-

lation of facts, we are still in utter ignorance, and

probably shall for ever remain so, as to the true

cause of chemical action; why, for instance, the salts of

the protoxide of iron are green, whilst those of the

peroxide are red; why hydrosulphiuic acid produces,

yellow precipitates with a salt of cadmium or of

arsenic, an orange-red precipitates with antimony, and

a black one with so many of the salts of other metals.
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"We do not know -what the precise action is; be it

the result of electricity, of light, of heat, of gi-avity,

which institutes some physical change in the ultimate

atoms or molecules that constitute the new compound.

And just as ignorant are we, for the experiments are

very similar, of the rationale of the development of

the latent photographic image. We know simply that

a protosalt of ii'on, as well as other chemical substan-

ces, has the property of reducing the salts of silver

and of gold to the metallic state, and that, if the pro-

tosalt contain at the same time some organic material

in admixture, the reduction will be complex, partly

reguline and partly a compound; and we know fur-

thermore, or suppose, at least, that light institutes

some pecuhar physical changes in the silver solutions,

whereby they become predisposed to undergo this re-

duction on the application of the reducing agent.

This is the extent of our theoretic knowledge at

present. Her^ we stop on this subject, and proceed

at once to the mode of developing a negative.

Prepare in the first place the following solution

:

DEVELOPER.

Protosulphate
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of gelatine, which is twofold in its action : it modifies

the color of the developed image and acts at the same

time like an acid in restraining the development.

The developer being poured upon the plate carefully

and quickly so as to cover the whole of its sui'face al-

most instantaneously, and still retaining whatever

silver solution may have remained on its surface, you

keep the plate in motion so as to mix up the developer

thoroughly and to cover every part of the collodion

film. If the picture starts out almost at once, the plate

has been exposed too long; on the contrary, if a min-

ute or half a minute expires before any change is pro-

duced on the film, the exposure has been too short. If

the change, of which we speak, begins the moment the

developer comes in contact with the collodion, and

continues slowly but distinctly, the exposure has been

about right.

The great art of development is twofold : it consists

in kno'v\ing when to stop, and to stop in aU cases be-

fore or as soon as fogging commences. Fogging is the

reduction of the silver solution into the reguhne con-

dition even where light has not acted, thus producing

a veil on the parts that ought to be transparent. It

will fi'equently take place when all the solutions are

fi'eshly j)repared. Any saccharine or gelatinous sub-

stance mixed with these solutions, that is, with either

the silver bath or the developer, has a tendency to pre-

vent the silver from being reduced in those parts upon

which hght has not acted. Acids have also the same

efiect ; it is on this account that acetic acid is found in

the developer, and nitric acid in the silver solution.

Much of the troublesome effects of fogging, too, may
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be avoided by understanding the extent to wliicb the

plate may be sensitized, and also by covering the plate

with a substratum of albumen as recommended in a

previous chapter.

For instance, as an experiment, di-op a httle of the

bath solution upon a plain glass sui'face, and add to it

a httle of the developer, the experiment being per-

formed in the dark room ; regtdine silver soon begins

to make its appearance on the svu'face of the glass, and

thus to destroy its transparency. This is an example

of pure fogging. But if the glass has been previously

albumenized, the same amount of fogging will not take

place, the albumen prevents the silver reduction, or at

least restrains it. You see then one of the benefits of

coating the plates with albumen previously to coating

them with collodion.

It would appear from this cii'cumstance that the

naked glass surface has a tendency to institute the

silver reduction, the moment the developer comes in

contact with it ; and hence it may be inferred, that if

we can prevent the solutions fi'om coming in contact

with the glass surface, we shall at the same time

restrain reduction and consequently fogging. This

analysis of the subject teaches us how long to sensitize

the plate. As soon as the collodionized plate is im-

mersed in the bath the nitrate of silver solution begins

to permeate the collodion film, and at the same time

to produce by double decomposition the iodide and

bromide of silver on the surface and in the substance

of the collodion. This decomposition is made mani-

fest to the eye by gradual whitening of the film. Nat-

iirally the fi'ont sm-face of the collodion fihn becomes
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first wliite, then the middle, and finally the whole film

to the glass is of a cream-white. But by a careful ob-

servation you may hit upon the exact time when the

outer or front sui'face of the collodion film is cream-

like in color, whilst the back surface, or the surface

•which is next the glass is of a shght bluish tinge. This

indicates that the silver solution has just permeated

the film as far as the glass. Now is the time to take

the plate out of the bath and to expose it ; that is, to

expose it before all the soluble iodides and bromides

are decomposed. These lie between the fi-ee nitrate of

silver and the surface of glass, and thus prevent or re-

strain the reduction of the silver salt into pure silver;

they prevent fogging. But should fogging take place

before the picture is thoroughly developed, or, at

least, before the shadows are sufficiently oj)aque, your

best j)lan will be to wash the plate immediately and

then to fix the image and deepen the intensity after-

ward by what is called redevelopment or intensification.

Another method of proceeding in such a ?ase con-

sists in washing the plate thoroughly, then in pouring

over it a dilute solution of either bromide or iodide of

potassium, and allowing it to remain on the surface a

short time. Natiu-aUy such a solution decomposes all

free nitrate of silver in the collodion film, and free ni-

trate of silver is the main condition of fogging. Now
this being removed, wash the plate again, and pour the

developer again upon the plate and watch proceedings.

Gradually all the detail of the picture is brought out,

and the picture apj)arently is complete, regarded simply

as a pictm-e, but the hghts, shades, and middle tones

are all there in regular gradation; but as a photogra-
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phic negative it is yet incomplete; the opaque or dark

parts are not yet sufficiently dense. Hold up the ne-

gative and place your fingers between the negative and

the light ; if they are distinctly visible through the

shado^YS of the negative, the latter are not yet dense

enough. You must proceed with the development.

Previously pour off the old developer, wash the film

and then flow it quickly with the following solution:

Nitrate of silver - - - - 36 grains.

Rain water _ _ _ - 3 ounces.

Pour away all excess of the silver solution fi-om one

corner, and then cover the film with fi-esh developer.

This proceeding will seldom fail to make the shadows

sufficiently opaque for the printing operation. Take

the plate out to the light, hold it up to a tree, and see

if the leaves are visible through the dense shades; if

not, the development has proceeded far enough. The

plate may now be thoroughly washed and immersed in

the fixing bath.

But should it happen that the development cannot

be carried on to its completion without fogging being

the result, wash the film and fix the image, which is

supposed in other respects to be perfect, and is only

lacking in intensity.

FIXING SOLUTION.

Cyanide of potassium - - 4 drachms.

"Water - - - - - 10 ounces.

Pour the solution over the plate and keep it in motion;

th e yellow and cream-like parts will soon become trans-

parent, and the picture will now appear much more

beautiful than before. As soon as all the unaltered
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iodides and bromides liave been dissolved by the fixing

solution, wash the plate on both sides and until every

trace of the cyanide has been removed.

This washing, like all the preceding operations of

the same nature, may be performed at a jet of water

issuing from a tap at the end of a water-pipe inserted

in a barrel, or being the termination of the ingress of

•water from the pubHc water works. There is no danger

of the collodion film being torn off the plate by means

of the cui-rent of water if the surface of the plate has

been previously albumenized ; but the film may easily

shde off, if there has been no substratum, by the ma-

nipulations of a no"s-ice, but not so in the hands of an

experienced operator. Of course your aim will be to

learn by experience and finally to become perfect in

this beautiful art.

Es'TENSrFICATION AND TOXIXG OF THE IMAGE.

Supposing that the picture possesses all the detail

and gradations required, but that the shades are not

sufficiently dense, you may flow the plate whilst the

film is stiU moist with the following solution :

Terchloride of gold - - - 2 gi*ains.

"Water - - - - - 4 ounces.

"Whilst the negative is still moist pour a sufficient

quantity of the above solution over the film as to cover

it quickly ; the tone ^^-ill change very rapidly becoming

more of a blue-black ; if kept on, however, too long a

retrogi-ade action sets in, and the tone gi-adually be-

comes fainter. Watch the opportunity when the whole

picture has assumed its fu'st bright blue-black tone;

then poiu' the excess of gold solution back again into
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tlie stock bottle. This solution soon becomes ex-

hausted, ^vhich is easily known by the disappearance

of the yellow color of the terchloride, and must then

be replenished with some fresh salt. The double salt

of gold and sodium, or gold and potassium is well

adapted, but not that of gold and hme.

Wash the negative and place it upon a leveling-

stand with water on its surface.

The follo'U'ing stock solution is next required :

Fill a four ounce \'ial with rain water and throw into

it an ounce or more of bichloride of mercuiy, shake

the mixture well and set it aside to dissolve; take care

to keep at the bottom of the bottle some of the un-

dissolved salt, by which you recognize that the solution

is concentrated. Label the bottle : Concenti-ated Stock

Solution of Bichloride of Mercui-y. Place side by side

with this a bottle of acetic acid. These two stock so-

lutions are required to make the following mixtui'e for

present use

:

Concentrated solution of bichlo-

ride of mercury - - - 1 drachm.

Acetic acid - - - - 1 "

Water - - - - - G di-achms.

This mixtui'e is now pom-ed upon the moist plate;

hold the latter in such a position as to let the hght

pass through it from beneath; you can then easily ob-

serve the gi'adual darkeniug of the film, and stop the

action when the intensity is satisfactoiy. By this

means you can get any amount of opacity in the

shades, and the tone of the negative is very pleasing

to behold.
3*
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The only disadvantage it possesses, is the expense of

the gold solution; after all, this is a subordinate con-

sideration, as long as the work is good. Should the

expense be an objection to the above intensifying pro-

cess, "sve give the following "which we formerly prac-

ticed and have found quite rehable. Make the follow-

ing stock solution:

TINCTUEE OF IODINE.

stock Solution.

lofline
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STOCK SOLUTION OF NITRATE OF SILVER.

Nitrate of silver - - - 60 grains.

Rain water _ _ _ _ 2 ounces.

Now take of the first solution half a drachm, water four

drachms, and mix with this solution two or three drops

of the solution of nitrate of silver. Add as little sQver

as possible, as long as the solution gradually increases

the opacity of the shades, when poured upon the ne-

gative ; for a rapid action can easily be instituted,

but the deposit wiU be pulverulent and gx'itty. The

slower the action, the more uniform and smooth

the film becomes. As soon as the proper amount of

intensity has thus been obtained, the negative is very

thoroughly washed and then placed on the leveKng-

stand for the subsequent operations.



CHAPTEK Vm.

TO VABNISH NEGATrVT:S, AND TO PREPARE NEGATFVES FOR THE

SOLAR CAMERA, AND FOR COPYING WITH THE CAMERA.

We have now described the method by which a good

negative can be prepared for the ordinary printing

operations upon paper. The only thing that now re-

mains to be done with this negative, is to coat it with

some varnish or other preservative material, by which

the film is protected from injury in the subsequent

manipulations. Most of the varnishes in the market

become tacky when exposed to the direct rays of the

sun during the hot days of Summer; the pajDer then

adheres to the collodion film in patches, and tears them

off when it is removed from the plate. But a film of

albumen is free from this trouble, and we recommend

it as a very practical and rehable mode of coating

negatives. A single coating in general is sufficient;

but two coatings are better.

Separate the w^hites fi'om a number of eggs, and

beat them up well. Then make the following mix-

ture:

The white of egg, well beaten - 10 ounces.

Distilled, or pui'e rain water - 5 "

Ammonia - - - - - 1 drachm.

Pour a sufficient quantity of this solution upon the moist

film of the negative, so as to cover it completely; remove

any particle of dust or other concrete substancebymeans
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of a comer of a piece of papei% and then allow tlie excess

of albumen to drain off. The plate is now put away

on the drying-rack to dry. "V\Tien dry the film may be

coated a second time, if this operation be deemed ne-

cessary, taking care to pour the albumen upon the end

of the plate opposite to that on which it was poured

the first time, and to place the plate on the drying-rack,

also, in an inverted position.

The albumen solution, above prescribed, will keep

for an indefinite time.

VARNISH FOR NEGATIVES.

Some may object to this mode of protecting the col-

lodion film, and prefer keeping to the old system of

coating the film with varnish; we, therefore, give a

single formula for preparing a suitable varnish for the

purpose.

VARNISH TO BE TSED ON THE COLD DRY PLATE.

Gum sandarac - - - - 2 ounces.

Oil of lavender - - - - 1 "

Alcohol 14 "

Chloroform - - - - 3 drachms.

Allow the materials to digest in a warm place; when

the gum is dissolved, the clear portion may be decanted

off for use when required.

This varnish is poured upon the negative in the same

manner as collodion, the excess being allowed to drain

back into the stock bottle ; remove all particles of dust,

and then rear the negative away on the dr^dng-rack to

diy.
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The negative is now complete and ready to be hand-

ed over to the printer; but before we proceed to give

instructions about pi'inting, it is our duty to describe

how to prepare negatives suitable for camera printing

or printing with the solar camera ; this sort of print-

ing is quite distinct fi'om what is denominated contact

printing, and requires a negative considerably differ-

ent from that which we have just described.

SOLAH CAMEKA NEGATIVE.

Take the thinnest plate glass compatible with the

manipulations which it has to undergo ; coat it as usual

with a very thin film of albumen, taking, for in-

stance, one ounce of the stock albumen solution

as given in this chapter, and diluting it with eight

ounces of water. Filter the solution. Be exceedingly

careful to get an even film, perfectly fi-ee from the

shghtest particle of dust or insoluble material. Put

the plate away to di'y in a clean place where there is

no dust stiiTing.

COLLODION FOR A SOLAE CAMERA NEGATIVE.

Take the collodion as prepared by one of the

preceding formulas according as it is for in door

or out door work, and dilute it in the following man-

ner:

Bromo-iodized collodion - - 1 ounce.

Alcohol - - - - - 4 drachms.

Ether - - - - - 4 di-achms.

This collodion, of course, will be very thin and can

be flowed over the plate without producing the shght-

est reticulation.
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The film is sensitized in the usual way and in the

ordinary silver bath in every day use. Expose the

plate somewhat longer than you would for a negative

for contact printing; that is, the exposure must be com-

plete; for an under-exposed plate is not to be thought

of in solar camera operations.

How are you to know when a plate is under-exposed

or over-exposed ?

Take, for instance, a picture of the trunk of a tree,

its branches and leaves. If the plate be under-exposed,

you will get no detail, none of those beautiful indenta-

tions, rough prominences and pecuhar markings on the

bark, which are as characteristic of the tree as the dif-

fei-ent forms of wool and hair are to the animal; you

will obtain, also, none of the nerves and fibers that

distinguish the leaves. Your negative will present, de-

velop as long as you hke, nothing but outlines of the

trunk, branches and leaves of the tree in the midst of

thick darkness—your negative is totally devoid of de-

tail.

An over-exposed plate, on the contrary, goes too

much in the opposite direction, and the development

is so rapid that the detail of the indentations, promin-

ences, markings, etc., becomes soon annihilated by

being clogged up with too much deposit, and all the

diversity of hght and shade is finally indistinguishable;

the picture is one mass of fogginess, like a meadow

covered with mud after a fi-eshet—it is all mud.

The middle way between these two extremes is the

one we take or strive to get into when we expose pro-

perly; but for our present purpose, it is better to

slightly over-expose than under-expose, because our
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object is to get all the detail rapidly, so as to preserve

the negative quite thin in the shades.

The same developer may be used as before recom-

mended, adding a drop of nitric acid to each ounce of

the developer. As soon as the picture is thoroughly

out in detail everywhere, wash the negative immediate-

ly, for a step fm-ther is always an injmy to the work-

ing quahties of the j)late; avoid making the shades

opaque.

Your negative, if right, will be a sort of phantom

negative, constructed upon gossamer, very thin, finely

dehneated, and very beautiful. Wash it well, and put

it away on the diying-rack to dry. Negatives for the

solar camera must not be varnished; in fact, there is

no need of any varnish, for the film is not subjected to

any hard usage; but it must be kept thoroughly out of

the dust.

"WTiilst developing and washing a negative it is ad-

visable to receive all the wash water in an appropriate

vessel beneath; from time to time a handful of salt is

thi'own into the fluid at the bottom which converts the

soluble nitrate of silver of the washings into an insol-

uble powder, which will gradually accumulate at the

bottom. There will be in addition a quantity of pure

silver mixed with it, produced by the action of the

protosulphate of ii"on on the free nitrate of silver on

each plate. At a distance of five or six inches from the

bottom of the vessel there is an outlet piiDe into the

sink which carries away all excess of fluid. This pipe

can be opened and closed at will by means of a stop-

cock. It is well to keep it closed dming the operation

of development; that is, in the daytime in order to al-
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low the requisite decompositions to be effected by the

salt solution, as also duiing the night in order that the

insoluble chloride of silver and the reduced silver may

settle to the bottom. Early in the morning and before

operations commence the stop-cock is then opened and

the surplus water is allowed to flow away. The pipe

is again closed, and a httle more fresh salt is thrown

into the vessel. K you are doing an extensive busi-

ness you will be surprised how much silver you have

thus saved by the end of the year.

Negatives for making transparent positives, such as

glass stereographs, which are so universally and deser-

vedly admired, and negatives for making opal or por-

celain pictures by means of the copying camera, are all

prepared in the same way as those for the solar cam-

era. You may, it is true, obtain positives from your

ordinary negatives, but they will be far from satisfac-

tory; they will in general be mere black and white

daubs; there wiU be no, or seldom any, detail.

We apply this mode of preparing negatives for copy-

ing pui"j50ses to the preparation of transparent posi-

tives for producing enlarged negatives. Thus, for in-

stance, a properly prepared quarter-sized negative of

some choice landscape, taken on the sj)ot with the di-

lute collodion, is placed in the copying camera, and a

plate coated with dilute collodion is placed at the op-

posite end of this camera to receive the impression,

which, of coui'se, will be a transparent positive. Fol-

low the rvUes above given and give rather more than

the full exposure and stop the development the mo-

ment all detail is visible. Wash and fix with cyanide

of potassium in the iisual way. Finally, wash thor-
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oiighly and diy the positive. This positive, if carefully

prepared, will be sharp, semi-transparent, bright look-

ing, and full of all the minute delineations of the orig-

inal from w^hich the negative was taken, and, if also

carefully p)i'eserved, will be the nucleus or model fi'om

which any amount of negatives may subsequently be

taken, of the same size or of any given size required.

There is no branch of photogi-aphy that tests the skill

of the operator, and the pei'fection of the lens more

than this sort of reduplication ; but, at the same time,

there is none which is more interesting and remuner-

ative.

Suppose now we wish a negative of the landscape

above mentioned and of which we took a quarter-sized

negative for copying pui-poses; all we have to do is

place the small transparent positive in the copying

camera and to arrange the conjugate foci by means of

the two sHding bellows so that the picture on the

ground glass is of the size required. A globe lens, or

one of Dallmeyer's lenses, is the most appropriate for

the purpose. If you wish a negative for ordinary

printing operations, you must use the undiluted collo-

dion and pursue the common routine of development.

You can, we maintain, in this way get an enlarged ne-

gative as good as if you were to take an original ne-

gative of this size on the spot; in fact, it is possible,

you may get a superior negative, because of the troubles

always arising out of the transportation of a tent, etc.,

for work of this size.

Before we leave this subject of the wet negative and

its development, we may put in a few remarks about

the fixing solutions. In many large establishments
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the negative is fixed in a solution of hyposulpliite of

soda, and a large bath, holding two or three gallons of

the fluid, is always kept in readiness.

FIXING SOLUTIOX WITH HYPOSULPHITE OF SODA.

Hyposulphite of soda - - - 2 lb.

Eain water - _ _ _ 2 gallons.

Fresh hj'posulphite can be added to the bath every two

or three days; and it will be well to filter the solution

at least once a week, and at the same time to collect

the deposit, which is a sulphide of silver, as a separate

silver residue for reduction. This bath is very con-

venient in a gallery, for the negative can be left in it

for a long time without being materially injured; but

from 01U' experience both in opal printing by the wet

process, as well as in the fixing of dry plates, we are

convinced that an old and much used fixing solution is

frequently the cause of much fogging and stains on the

plate, and we therefore prefer a fresh solution for each

plate; and we furthermore prefer fixing with cyanide

of potassium, to fixing with h^-posulphite of soda, al-

though the former is a very poisonous material and

acts with so much energy as to obhterate the picture

itself, unless great care be employed in its use. The

poisonous effects can be entirely avoided by using the

pneumatic holder for developing and fixing, etc., the

plate; and a quick eye can designate the exact moment

w^hen to stoi^ the fixing; the operation is quick and

effectual.

Pyrogallic acid is also used sometimes for develop-

ing the image; it is an excellent developer and pro-

duces a very beautiful pictui*e, but its action is not so
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rapid as the ii-on developer. The deposit on the plate

is of a different nature from that produced by the iron

salt, being a compound silver salt containing organic

matter, whilst that fr'om the iron solution is mostly re-

duced silver. The exposure must be longer with py-

rogaUic acid than with the iron salt.

PYKOGALLIC ACID DEVELOPER.

Pyi'OgaUic acid - - - 12 to 18 grains.

Acetic acid _ _ _ _ 1 ounce.

"Water _____ 7 ounces.

In Winter as much as eighteen gi'ains may be used

to the ounce of acetic acid, whilst in Summer twelve

grains will be found quite sufficient.

We cannot leave this subject without adverting to

the excellent develoj^er with gelatine and protosulphate

of ii"on, the discovery of M. Carey Lea, Esq., to whom
we are indebted for so much that is valuable in photo-

grajihy. His formula is as follows :

COLEO-PROTOSULPHATE OF IRON DE\T:L0PER.

" Add an ounce of sulphuric acid to three ounces of

water, and set aside to cool. Then add to this Hquid

an ounce of good gelatine; let it swell and dissolve,

placing it for that pui-pose in a sHghtly warm place,

not exceeding blood heat, for twenty-foui* hours. Then

add iron filings in excess, avoiding all appHcation of

heat; let it stand for several days. Finally, add half a

drachm of acetate of soda and filter. Dilute the solu-

tion to fifteen ounces."

Many modifications have been made of this formula

but with very sHght emendations, if any. With a

proper length of exposure the picture can be developed
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to the requisite intensity without any other aid. If

photographers were patient chemical manipulators

they would always use this developer or some modifi-

cation of it; we oui'selves never think of using any

other, and yet we have not recommended it as the de-

veloper proper for the operator, because—because he

would blunder somewhere in its preparation, fail to get

good results, and condemn both us and the ferro-gela-

tine developer to the abode of Hades, HteraUy, the

Kingdom of Darkness.



CHAPTER IX.

THE PEINT HOW TO MAKE IT.

The operator miglit as well jDick rags, tear them into

fibers, make them into jpulp and finally convert them

into paper, as to put himself to the trouble of j)rej)ar-

ing his own albumen paper. This is now a business of

itseK, and it is fortunate that it is so; for it is quite a

bore and an expense to prepare any chemical or me-

chanical article in small quantities for home consump-

tion.

Nevertheless, we will tell our readers how the paper

may be prepared. The paper suitable for photogra-

phic purposes must be quite uniform in texture,

smooth on the surface, perfectly white, free from all

metallic salts, and as far as possible impermeable to

fluids. It is to be hoj^ed our paper manufacturers will

experiment to a greater extent than they have done,

so as to attain to this impermeability without at the

same time imj^airing the flexibihty of the paper. The

requisite paper being on hand, the next thing is to

sensitize it for photograjDhic purposes. The ordinary

process consists in mixing the chemical ingredients

with a solution of albumen, and then to let the sheets

of paper float on this solution for about three minutes,

after which they are taken out and hung up to dry.

If we had to prepare photographic paper, we would

do it in the following manner :

The paper should first be floated on a solution of
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gelatine of the proper consistence, hung up and dried.

Secondly, each sheet shoidd be passed between a

pair of rollers, on a highly pohshed plate of steel, in

order to fill up the pores of the paper with the gelatine.

Thirdly, let each sheet float about thi*ee minutes on

a solution of alum which converts the gelatine into a

sort of leather, rendering it insoluble, and, to a much
greater extent than before, impermeable to fluids.

These three operations are quite preparatory to the

rea:Uy photographic part of the business. The sheets

when diy are now ready to be floated on the prepared

albumen.

Take the whites of any number of fi'esh eggs and

beat them uj) for a long time, that is for an hoiu' or

two so as to disintegrate the substance, and break up

its adhesion. Allow the albumen to settle. Then pre-

pare a mixture according to the following formula :

Clear albumen
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free from dust. When dry, two sheets placed back to

back are put between two highly pohshed plates of

steel and passed between rollers, and then packed away

for sale or use.

The fihn of albumen contains a soluble chloride,

which, when it comes in contact with nitrate of silver,

is conyerted into chloride of silver, a salt which is very

sensitive to Hght.

Albumen paper must be kept in a di-y place, other-

wise it is hable to change. The different tones in

samples of albumen paper manufactured by different

houses, arises in a great measure from the chloride

which is used; thus, chloride of ammonium communi-

cates to the print, when it leaves the printing-frame a

reddish tone, whilst the salt of sodium or of barium

inclines more to the black. This difference of color,

however, in the original print, is not of material con-

secjuence, since, by toning afterward in the gold solu-

tion, the final hue is the same or nearly the same,

whatever chloride was used in the preparation of the

paper.

SENSrnZTN'G OF AI.BUMEN PAPER.

The soluble chloride in the albumen paper must first

be changed into the insoluble chloride of silver, before

the paper is ready for receiving any impression from

hght. For this piirpose we again require, as in the

preparation of the negative, a silver bath. The vessel

which contains the silver solution is a flat dish of pho-

togi-aphic ware, porcelain, glass, or varnished wood.

Large porcelain dishes are made on purpose to receive

the silver solution ; but owing to the expense some
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photograpliers construct wooden dishes of thin diy

wood, which answer the purpose quite well. Along

the edges they pour a melted solution of wax and resin,

or a solution of seaHng wax or lac in alcohol. The

latter solution is the better of the two and is easily

made. A proper quantity of sealing wax is broken up

into pieces, and put into a teacup containing alcohol;

the cup is then placed on the stove and stirred about

until the solution is made. A proper quantity of this

solution is poured along the edges and seams, and is

rubbed quickly in by means of a brush. This cement

soon di'ies. The solution may afterward be consider-

ably diluted and used as a final yarnish to the inside

and outside. The inside will requii-e two or three

coats of yarnish in order to render the wood water-

tight.

SENSITIZING SOLUTION.

Nitrate of silver - - - - 2 ounces.

Water - - - - . _ 14 "

Alcohol 1 "

This bath contains about sixty grains of nitrate of

silver to the ounce of the solution. The intention of

the alcohol is to prevent blistering in the albumen

film, and consequently where there is no such tendency

the alcohol may be omitted. A small quantity (about

a drachm) can be added to the bath every time you

are about to sensitize a fi'esh quantity of paper; at the

same time you may also add a drachm or two of crys-

tals of nitrate of silver. This bath is placed in the

non-actinic room in a convenient position near a

wooden partition; near the bath and along the parti-

tion an inclined gutter is constructed of Avell varnished

4
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tin plate, and so placed as to allow any fluid tliat drops

into it to drain into the silyer bath.

The sheets of albumen paper are sensitized in the

following manner : The four comers of each sheet are

bent from the albumen side back to the extent of half

an inch, thus fonning four vertical projections, by

•which the sheet can be seized by two opposite coi-ners

diagonally. 'WTien so held, and the hands are brought

slightly nearer together than the width between the

two comers, it is evident the middle parts of the sheet

will hang down. The albumen sui-face is below and is

convex. In this position the sheet is lowered upon

the silver solution, which has just previously been fil-

tered, the middle part thus coming into contact with

the fluid first, the two sides are gradually let down,

until the whole sheet Hes flat upon the solution. By

this means you avoid the production of bubbles. Still

it is always better to be quite certain as to this head;

raise each corner, therefore, separately by one of the

four ears, and examine the parts for bubbles; if there

are any they must be broken iij) by means of a glass

rod kept close by for the purpose. If the paper is apt

to cockle or refuse to lie down upon the solution,

breathe upon the back part, it will immediately peld

to the impression of the moist breath and fall do"v\"n.

As soon as the sheet is all right and every where in

contact vdth the nitrate of silver, you may allow it to

remain for one minute ; after which you raise one of

the comers by means of a piece of strong silver wire,

and then lift the sheet gi-adually up from the fluid, and

you then pin it or otherwise attach it by clami^s to the

wooden partition behind, and just so high as to allow
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the lowest diagonal corner to di-ain into the bath

which lies close to the partition. "When the sheet is

large or of the full size, it is well to pin the two uj)per

corners and one of the lower comers to the partition,

but still so that the sheet hangs as it would do, if sup-

ported only by one corner. The lowest corner is not

pinned, but dips over the side of the bath.

Another sheet is now placed upon the sensitizing so-

lution in the same way; and the excess of silver solu-

tion fi'om the first sheet having drained off by this

time, this sheet is now transferred to another position

on the partition, where the lowest comer can just hang

over the gutter at its farthest extremity. Here it is

left to dry completely. The second sheet takes its

place after draining, as before, next in order to the

first; and so you proceed to the last sh,eet. If a di'op

of silver solution still adheres to the lowest corner of

each sheet, remove it "^ith a bit of blotting paper.

Old filtering paper, through which solutions of silver

have passed, pieces of blotting paper used for this pur-

pose above mentioned, spoiled sheets of sensitized

l^aper, clipinngs of j)rints, in fine, any paper whatever

which contains stains of silver, have to be preserved in

a large chest or barrel kept for the pui'pose; in a

short time we vnR tell you what to do with them.

As soon as you have done sensitizing the paper for

the day, empty the silver solution into the stock bottle.

At the bottom of this bottle we always keep a layer of

chloride of silver, and the stock bottle itself retains its

position in the dark-room. The chloride of silver is

obtained fi'om an old silver bath by throwing into it a

solution of common salt, as long as any white precipi-
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tate is produced. The vessel is tlaen set aside for an

hour or so in the dark-room, after which the super-

natant solution is easily separated by decantation fi-om

the residue beneath. After which the chloride is

washed with pure water by shaking and again allowed

to subside; the operation of decantation and washing

is performed twice; aU the water is finally poured off

and the sensitizing solution may then be poui'ed uj)on

it and kept there until again required for use.

The object in view by keeping the silver solution in

contact with chloride of silver is to keep the sensitizing

fluid always colorless, a method which has answered

our pui'pose exceedingly weU. '\\Tien the chloride it-

self becomes colored, dry it and j^reserve it for reduc-

tion with other silver residues at the proper time.

"^Tien the sensitized sheets are peifectly dry, they

may be submitted or not submitted to the fumes of

ammonia, just as you feel inclined about the matter.

The advantage of fuming is, after all, not very gi'eat;

and the finished j^rint is equally good whether the sen-

sitized paper was fumed or not. Paper that has been

fumed is probably more sensitive, and thus requii'es

less exposure. The simj)ly sensitized j)aper, when dvj,

may be presers'ed for some time without changing

color, or deteriorating; but if it has been once fumed

it soon becomes yellow ; the fuming, therefore, must

take place only a short time before the i^aper is re-

quired for printing.

FTilES'G OF SENSITIZED P.VPER.

This is a very simple operation. A large cupboard

may be made out of a di-ygood's box by placing it on
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one end and fixing it on a frame as bigli as the knees,

or about two feet bigh. Tbe bd is fixed on binges so

as to open side-wise. Tbe sbeets of sensitized paper

are tben fastened witb a pin at eacb corner around tbe

tbree sides and on tbe door or bd, as also on tbe up-

per end, taking care in every case tbat tbe albumen

film looks outward. At tbe bottom of tbe box a saucer

is placed; into tbis saucer, after it bas been made

warm over tbe stove or a spirit lamp, a few dracbms of

ammonia are poiu'ed; and tbe door is tben closed.

Tbe ammonia soon evaporates and comes intimately in

contact witb tbe albumenized surface. In ten minutes

or a quarter of an boui-, tbe door is opened and tbe

sbeets are taken out and bung up to air in tbe dark

room, of coiu'se. Tbey are tben ready for use.

THE PRINTING OPERATION.

Tbere is a great variety of printing-frames in tbe

market ; and it is a difficult task to say wbicb is tbe

best for general purposes. Some of tbem bave special

advantages for ^•ignetting wbicb tbe otbers do not pos-

sess; and in tbis case tbere can be no difficulty in

making tbe appropriate selection. Since jon will re-

quire a number of printing-frames, especially for card-

pictui'es, you will do well to get one of eacb difierent

make and tben select tbat wbicb suits you best, before

you purcbase a complete outfit.

Tbe negative is placed in tbe printing-frame, collo-

dion side uppermost; tbe sensitive paper of tbe proper

size is tben placed upon tbe negative, so tbat tbe col-

lodion film of tbe negative and tbe albumen film of tbe

paper lie in contact; over tbe paper comes a piece of
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soft cloth, either loose or attached to the spring back

which is pressed down tightly so as to keep the paper

in close apposition with the negative, and fixed there.

The printing-frame is then turned up and placed so

that the direct rays of the sun or diffused Hght can

pass through the negative to the paper.

By means of the folding door at the back of the

frame you can, from time to time, examine the progress

of the actinic impression ; this examination must take

place, however, in very subdued light, otherwise the

purity of the whites would be injured. Very soon the

picture will appear quite perfect as a picture, but it is

not yet perfect for the purposes intended; you must

over-print, print until the shades begin to be bronzed

by the action of the hght, and the whites are no longer

quite white. The prints are then taken out and stored

away in a drawer or between the leaves of a book until

you have finished printing for the day or for the oc-

casion.

The next operation is performed in a very weak Hght

or in the non-actinic room. It consists in cutting the

prints to the proper size for mounting. For card-pic-

tui'es there are punches and machines that do the

work very effectually and quickly. The one made by

Wm. B. Holmes, Broadway, is excellent. If you have

neither a punch nor a machine, the next best is to cut

out a piece of glass of the required shape and size, and

then to grind the edges perfectly smooth and even.

You may then place this piece of glass on the print,

and holding them firmly together in the left hand, you

may easily chp the edges off with a pair of long scissors
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all round tlie glass; this is the easiest process next to

that with the machine.

Another method is to lay the print on a sheet of

plate glass, and to place the glass form over it
;
you

may then proceed round the edges of the glass with a

sharp-pointed penknife and cut of the edges of the

pai^er as you proceed. For such work as this it is

weU to have a table so constructed that the top can re-

volve on a pivot hke a jootter's table. So provided you

can easily keep your fingers firmlj' fixed on the glass

form and, at the same time, revolve the table so as to

bring each side of the glass into an easy position so as

to make the next incision in succession.

Similar glass forms are used for stereoscopic and

other i^rints of a small size ; but larger prints may be

cut out with a square to the size desired.

All the chppiugs are preserved in the chest or barrel

above mentioned.

"W^e prefer cutting the prints out at this early stage,

because we save a large amoiuit of gold in the toning

operation, by simply toning no more than is needed.

This is quite an important precaution, whose value you

will soon leara to recognize.

Let us now proceed to the next operation in succes-

sion. The cut prints are all thrown into a vessel of

pure rain, or well water, in which they are kept in

motion in order to facilitate the separation of all the

free nitrate of silver; the sole object of the washing is

to do this. "WTiere the convenience exists, a stream of

ninning water is allowed to flow over them ; but where

it does not exist, the prints are transferred to another

vessel of piu-e water, whilst the water in the fii'st vessel
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is allowed to enter by means of a pipe and taj) into

another containing a solution of salt. The nitrate of

silver is thus converted into the insoluble chloride

where it is aftei'ward collected either by filtration or

subsidence. The water from the second vessel, con-

taining the prints, also enters the one which contains

the solution of salt, in order to collect what little ni-

trate of silver may still have remained in the prints

after the fii'st washing. After the prints have thus

been thoroughly washed, of coui'se in the dark-room,

they are transferred to the toning bath, which is a

large flat dish sufficiently capacious to hold the ordin-

ary quantity printed in your estabhshment.

The toning solution consists essentially of the ter-

chloride of gold; all other substances are secondary in

importance; and the terchloride of gold is an article

which you can seldom obtain in a pure form, or in an

invariable form. It is sold in general as a double salt,

either the double chloride of gold and sodium, of gold

and potassium, or of gold and calcium. If you deal

with only one photograjDhic establishment, you may,

probably, always obtain the same sort of gold salt, and

thus produce in general the same uniform results every

time you have to tone. This is the only salt which it

is weU for the photogi-apher to prepare himself ; for

then he knows its comjoosition.

TO prepare terchloride of gold.

Pure gold can be obtained from the mint ; and fre-

quently a sufficient quantity of pure scraps of gold can

be met with at the dentist's; in case of need the gold

coius of the country may be used ; they contain, how-
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ever, an alloy whicli \sill detract in a trifling degree

from the purity of the salt thus obtained and fi-om its

effects in toning.

Make a mixture of two ounces of hydrochloric acid

and one of nitric acid; this forms what is called aqua

regia, or royal water, from the fact that it is capable of

dissolving the noble metals gold and platinum, which

are insoluble in either acid alone. The tinith is that

these metals are dissolved easily enough in chlorine,

and it is probably the chlorine, which is produced by the

mixtiu'e of the two acids, that perfonns the operation.

Place the mixed acids in an evaporating dish on a water

bath, and thi'ow a quantity of pure gold leaf and scraps

into the mixture, and keep adding as long as they are

dissolved; finally, with some gold stUl remaining undis-

solved at the bottom of the vessel, evaporate the liquid

to dryness, or allow it to evaporate spontaneously to dry-

ness in a large wash-basin exposed to the sun's rays.

The solution must not be evaporated to dryness at a

temperature greater than that of boihng water, other-

wise the salt will be decomposed. As soon as the salt

has thus been made dry by either artificial or spon-

taneous evaporation, it is still an acid salt; that is, it

contains still a small quantity of fi'ee acid, which you

must decompose. Dissolve, therefore, the resulting

reddish colored salt in an ounce of water and add to

it powdered chalk as long as an effervescence is i^ro-

duced. As soon as this ceases, pour off the liquid por-

tion fi'om any undissolved carbonate of lime (chalk),

and evaporate it to di-}Tiess again on a water bath.

You have now got the double chloride of gold and

calcium ; and if you always prepare it by the way pre-
4*
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scribed, it will always have tlie same uniform compo-

sition, from which you may reasonably expect to get

uniform results when toning.

PREPARATION OF THE TONING BATH.

The double chloride of gold and

calcium ----- 4 grains.

Acetate of soda - - - - 80 "

Water (one quart) - - - 32 ounces.

Alcohol ----- 1 omice.

The bath is best when prepared the day before it is

required; but it may be used the moment it is made.

More gold may be added if needed, which you will

have to determine fi*om the slowness of the action.

Warmth materially hastens the toning operation.

Rapid toning, however, is not to be recommended.

Keep the prints in motion, and turn them round from

time to time ; if they are allowed to rest in one place,

irregular patches of toning are apt to be formed, which

cannot be removed or equalized afterward. You will

gradually see the change in tone as it proceeds. As

soon as the color is a brilhant purple, and before the

slate blue sets in, remove each print into a vessel of

pure water, until the toning operation is complete.

You will natiu-ally understand that the prints have to

be washed, toned, and fixed in the non-actinic room,

because, until they have been fixed, they are still sen-

sitive to the action of the light and thus liable to

change.

If you aim to get bright, brilliant, and uniformly well-

toned prints every time, it is advisable to j)repare a

fresh toning bath for each operation of toning. You
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will have, therefore, to learn by experience the quantity

of gold requii*ed for a given number of prints, and thus

to proportion the bath to the quantity of prints on hand.

After toning, the residual gold solution is poured into

a vessel for the piu'j)ose, containing a solution of the

protosulphate of iron, which reduces the gold out of

the solution in a pure metalhc form; but the solution

contains in addition, nitrate of silver, so that the pre-

cipitate produced by the protosulphate of ii'on is a

mixture of gold and silver. ^\Tien the precipitate has

settled, the Hquid is allowed to filter off, and the vessel

is then again ready to receive the next supply.

After a time the sediment is taken out, thoroughly

washed in several waters, and then treated as follows:

Pour upon the sediment a sufficient quantity of dilute

nitric acid (half nitric acid and half water) so as to

cover it well; then heat the mixtiu'e to a boihng tem-

perature and allow it to cool gradually. By this means

the silver is dissolved, but the gold remains imchanged.

Separate the fluid portion from the gold residue by

filtration, and wash the residue to remove every trace

of the nitrate of silver. Finally, evaporate the liquid

portion to the crystallizing point and set it aside to

crystallize, or evaporate it to dryness. The resulting

substance is either crystallized nitrate of silver, or the

silver salt in the amorphoiTs condition, either of which

may be used for the pi'eparation of the sensitizing so-

lution for papar. The gold may be dissolved again in

nitro-hydi'ochloric acid according to the method pre-

scribed, and is then ready for the preparation of the

toning solution.

The prints are now stirred about in the water, and
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then transfeiTed singly to the fixing' bath which is

made as follows:

FIXING SOLUTION FOR PRINTS.

Hyposulphite of soda - - - 6 ounces.

Water (one quart) - - - 32 "

Alcohol ----- 1 ounce.

This bath may be used over and over again- ; but in

this case more salt must be added eveiy time the bath

has to be used, and a Httle alcohol is also added.

Alcohol preyents the albumen from bhstering. It is

ad\dsable, too, to filter the bath after every operation

of fixing ; the residue that remains on the filter is

chiefly the sulphide of silver, which must be preserved

separately fi'om other silver residues, because it may be

reduced separately.

The prints are kept moving in the fixing solution for

about a quarter of an hom*; the tone of the prints

generally change to a reddish hue when they are

placed in this bath, but it is again restored by the

time the fixing is comj^lete ; the white portions of the

paper, after the tone has been restored, will be quite

pure, not spotted or speckled, when viewed by trans-

mitted hght. At this stage the prints are removed

fi'om the fixing solution and placed in the washing-

tank.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE WASHING-TANK.

It is supposed the ojDerator is fiunished with water

from the water-works, or fi'om a running stream. The

tank is cubical in shape like a large drygood's box
;

the water enters at the bottom. Along the edges at

the bottom there is a strip of wood fixed, two inches
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high and one inch thich; this forms a projecting ledge

all around; on this ledge a frame of "wood, on which is

stretched an open sieve of hau- or wire, rests. A num-

ber of prints are j^laced in a single layer on this sieve;

a second frame rests upon the first; and the sieve of

the second frame is also covered vnth prints; and thus

any number of fi'ames are piled one over the other un-

til all the prints are placed in layers ready for wash-

ing. The iippermost frame is then firmly wedged in

its place to prevent the others fi'om rising out of their

position. In addition there is a leaden tube bent into

the form of a sj^^hon, one end dips into the tank and

reaches to within half an inch of the bottom, the bend

passes through a hole in the side of the tank, which

is two inches fi*om the top, and made watertight by

stuffing and cement. The other leg of the sy|)hon is

conducted into the channel that carries away aU the

refuse water of the establishment. The diameter

of this pipe is larger than that through which the

water enters, so that when the water reaches above the

lead of the syphon, the latter begins to work and the

water flows out of the tank faster than it enters; in a

short time the tank becomes quite empty, when the

syphon ceases to act until the tank is again fiUed. This

mode of washing prints is very efiectual, and after they

have remained half a day or over night subjected to

this operation, aU the hyposulphite has been thor-

oughly removed from the pi*ints, and then permanency

is thus assui'ed. Prints that have been thus treated

manifest no change, no decay in the space of three

years, and we doubt not, they arc, in the common ac-

ceptation of the term, quite permanent.
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THE DBYING-FKAME.

Construct a large rectangular frame, like that for a

swing looking-glass, and cover it with a sheet of shirt-

ing or cahco. Support it also Hke a swing looking-

glass in a movable stand. This stand can be carried

to any open window or door, or even into the open air

when occasion requires. The swing-frame is then in-

cHned to receive the rays of the sun, and at the same

time the prints, which are placed side by side on the

cloth stretched across. An extra covering of net work

may be stretched over the prints to prevent them from

being carriedj^away by the wind. By this contrivance

the prints soon dry and are kept clean. They are now

ready to be mounted.

MOUNTING OF PRINTS.

Make a paste of starch, in sufficient quantity for the

number of prints to be mounted, in the following man-

ner : Beat ordinary starch into powder and then into a

thin paste with a httle cold water; finally, pour this

thin paste into boihng water, stin-ing the mixture well

all the while and adding to it until the composi-

tion is somewhat thick. Now remove the vessel fr-om

the fire or lamp and set it aside to cool. When cool

it is ready for use. Place the print on its face and

brush over the back a sufficient quantity of paste un-

til the paper Hes flat and is completely covered. The

print is now transferred to the mount and pressed

carefully and smoothly down in its right position.

The mounts, with the prints on, are put aside to dry.
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As soon as the prints axe dry, the mounts are passed

once or twice between the rollers, which removes all

asperities, and gives them a complete finish as far as

photographic manipulation is concerned.



CHAPTER X.

THE negatfvt; by the dkx process.

The aim of the photographer has long been directed

to discover some quick and rehable process by which

plates can be j>repared in quantity beforehand, and

then can be carried out upon the field, exposed where

the landscape is attractive, again repacked and devel-

oped at home. Many processes have thus been dis-

covered which are, aU of them, rehable in a certain

sense, but few of them are at the same time qviick.

The latter consideration is, however, of httle import-

ance, as long as the plate can be depended ujoon to

produce a picture under the circumstances prescribed.

The process, which seems to have given more satisfac-

tion than the rest, is that discovered by Major Russell,

denominated the Tannin Process. With the alkaline

development, too, it is almost as rapid as the wet pro-

cess, but with this mode of development the process is

not quite as rehable as with the acid development.

Without any further preliminary we will describe the

process as we practice it ourselves.

the dey tannin process.

The plates are cleaned in the the usual way, and if

they ai'e to be put away in a changing box, it will be

necessaiy to round off the corners, otherwise they

might be obstructed ui theii- passage in and out of the

changing box and plateholder ; they are coated, too.
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witli a tliin film of albumen in the usual way. The

collodion, containing more bromide than iodide, is ap-

jn-opriate for this sort of work; and the bath may be

fifty or sixty gi-ains strong; still there is no absolute

necessity to change the bath; the one that you use for

the wet process T\ill be suitable enough. Sensitize

the plate in the usual way ; and, when the proper

cream-like color has been attained, take the plate out,

drain it and place it in a w^ash-basin of piu-e rain

water, collodion film do-miward, until another plate is

coated and put in the silver bath. As soon as this

second plate is in the silver solution, go back to the

first plate, wash the back of the plate, move the plate

backward and forward with an oscillatoiy motion, so

as to get rid of as much of the free nitrate of silver as

possible by this first washing. The plate is now trans-

ferred to a second wash-basin of pui-e rain water,

where it is again oscillated about and washed; it is

now taken out and allowed to drain for a moment and

then a dilute solution of bromide of potassium is

poured over it once or twice, the excess being returned

to the stock solution.

SOLUTION OF BEOMIDE OF POTASSIUM.

Bromide of potassium - - 36 grains.

Water ----- 3 ounces.

The object gained by flo-svdng the plate with this so-

lution is to convert whatever free nitrate of silver may
still remain on the collodion film into bromide of silver;

any nitrate of silvei*, that might be left in the film,

would be detrimental to the good working afterward.

The plate is now washed again at the tap, or in
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another wasli-basin of rain water in order to remove

the bromide of potassium, and finally covered with

sufficient tannin solution to flow backward and forward

all over the coUodion film.

TAinaX SOLUTION.

Tannin ----- 150 gi*ains.

Loaf sugar, or honey - - 150 "

Water - - - - - 10 ounces.

Alcohol, sufficient to dissolve the tannin.

Measure out the tannin, and add alcohol until it is

completely dissolved. Then mix this solution with

the sugar and water and filter through a moist filter.

The tannin solution is quickly prepared by the me-

thod here prescribed; it must be kept in a well-stop-

pered bottle.

We always use a fresh solution for each plate, and

pour the residue or excess into a vessel to receive it;

but the plate may first be coated with the tannin so-

lution which has already been once used, and then, after

draining, with a small quantity of the fresh solution.

After draining, the plate is reared on one comer on a

piece of blotting paper folded into several folds, and

left to dry in a dark cupboard or secluded shelf free

from dust.

All these different operations of washing and coating

the plate will not require more than two or three min-

utes; and by the end of this time the second plate will

be sufficiently sensitized in the silver bath to be removed

into the first wash-basin. These wash-basins are very

convenient for the washing purposes, because the plate

can rest on the four corners on the concave sui'face of
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tlie basin witliout any liability of the film being injiu-ed

by friction. This method, too, of preparing the tannin

plate entails no change or fiu'ther outlay than that re-

quired in the wet process, as far as regards collodion

and silver bath. The process is easy and reliable.

EXPOSURE OF THE TAXXIX PLATE.

Tannin plates, when dry, are put into the changing

box; there are two or three forms of changing boxes

in the market, but the one constructed by the Am.

Optical Co. in New York is, in our opinion, the best

and most commodious. With a little ingenuity any

photographer may construct one for himself both

simple and effective and at a small cost. The inten-

tion of the changing box is to contain the plates so that

light cannot reach them, and, at the same time, to fur-

nish an easy method of transfeiTing them to the plate-

holder and back again without allowing them for a

moment to be injured by any access of Hght.

All that the photographer requires on a photographic

tour, becomes reduced down to the three articles:

camera, tripod and changing box, all of which may

easily be carried in the hands, supposing that stereo-

scopic pictures have to be taken. "V^Tienever, a charm-

ing landscape presents itself, the camera is mounted

upon the tripod, and the picture is focussed. A plate

is next transferred to the plateholder and exposed.

One pair of lenses which we use, requires an exposure

of three seconds in a good light to produce a very satis-

factory picture; with these lenses we expose a diy plate

under the same conditions of light for full one minute

;

that is, if we develop the plate with the acid devel-
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oper. The exposui-e, therefore, for a dry plate is about

twenty times as long as for a wet plate. Another j)air

of lenses, the globe lenses, produce a good picture by

the wet process in five seconds; and by the dry pro-

cess we expose about a minute and a half. The ratio

in this case is nearly the same as in the preceding ex-

ample. With the alkaline developer much shorter ex-

posiu'es would be amply sufficient; thus half the time

in either case would be quite sufficient. In some in-

stances you wdll find it necessary to make a short ex-

posure, in which case you make a note of the fact in

your note book and develop accordingly with the alka-

line developer. Most of our fi'iends, who are success-

ful workers with the tannin process, decidedly prefer

the acid developer ; we prefer it ourselves.

ACID DEVELOPER FOR THE TANNIN PLATE.

Prepare the following stock solutions

:

No. 1.—Acid, Pyrogallic.

PjTogallic acid - - - 18 grains.

Acetic acid - - - _ 1 ounce.

No. 2.—^Nitrate of Silver Solution.

Nitrate of silver - - - 30 gi-ains.

Rain water - - - - 1 ounce.

When required for use, make the following mixture

:

For present use.

Of No. 1 - - - - 12 minims.

Rain water - - - - 3 drachms.

Of No. 2 - - - - - 3 minims.

The collodion film is first made wet with clean water,

and the mixture is the then poured upon it so as to
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cover it. If the exposm-e has been right, the pictiu-e

svill gT.*adiially begin to increase in intensity. Do not

hiuTj the development; let it proceed slowly. Should

the pictiu'e flash ont very rapidly, add more acetic acid

to the developer, or prepare a new developer with only

one drop of silver, and ten or twelve drops of acetic

acid to twelve minims of No. 1, and thi-ee di'achms of

water. "NMien the action is slow, add more of the silver

solution. With patience you get all the intensity de-

sired. TNTien the picture is thoroughly developed, it

has a rich, reddish tone, and is quite intense in the

shades. "V\'ash it well at the tap, and fix the pictiu'e in

a fresh solution of hyposrdphite of soda containing a

httle alcohol, which will prevent the film fi-om bhster-

iug; be cai'eful to fix the pictui'e thoroughly; then wash

with a bountiful supply of water, and examine it now

in strong dayhght. If you do not hke the red tone in

the negative, it is easily changed to a splendid piu*ple-

black, by treating the film with the gold solution and

afterward with the acid bichloride of merciuw, as re-

commended in a pre^dous chapter, under the head

"Intensification." But you will find it more advan-

tageous to leave the negative red, because this color is,

comparatively speaking, non-actinic.

If the pj-rogallic were acidified with citric acid, that

is, if citric acid were substituted for acetic acid in aU

the preceding manipulation of development, the finished

negative would have a bluish-black tone instead of the

reddish tone; and if nitric acid and gelatine were sub-

stituted, the tone would be of a gi-aA^ish-black. It is

thus evident, that the acid used as restrainer, modifies

the tone of the picture.
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ALKALIKE DEVELOPER.

Flow over the exposed plate dilute alcohol, contain-

ing equal portions of alcohol and water, and then pour

back the excess, and wash off the apparent greasiness

produced by the alcohol. Next pour over the plate the

following solution:

Carbonate of ammonia - - 1 grain.

Water ----- 4 di^achms.

Pour the solution back again into the vial, and add to

it four minims of the following solution

:

PyrogaUic acid - - - 30 gi-ains.

Alcohol ----- 4 drachms.

"Water ----- 4 drachms.

Shake the mixture well up, and pour it again upon the

plate. The picture will now soon begin to appear, and

will proceed until all the detail is well out; but develop

as long as you like, the picture remains quite faint of

a reddish hue—it is a phantom picture. More of the

pp'OgaUic acid will hasten the development if the pic-

ture is quite slow in making its appearance.

The plate is uow gently washed and flowed with

dilute acetic acid to remove the alkah; and all the in-

tensity you desire may be communicated to it by now

treating the film with the acid developer before given,

adding more of the silver solution to get great opacity.

"Wlien the acid developer becomes red or turbid, it is

better to prepare a fresh solution, otherwise you might

produce stains or asperities, which can not be removed

afterward.



CHAPTER XI.

TO PREPAEE TRANSPARENT POSITIVES.

Transparent positives are prepared upon glass, and

are positive pictures seen by transmitted light; they

are consequently quite distinct from ambrotypes, which

are also positives on glsss, but these, to be seen by re-

flected Hght, are, like daguerreotypes, inverted later-

aUy.

A transparent positive may be made either in the

camera or by contact printing. We have, consequently,

two cases:

POSITIVE PRINTING ON GLASS BY MEANS OF THE CAMERA.

For this sort of printing, a copying camera is an

absolute necessity, a sine qua non, as the Professor of

Latin is always drumming into the ears of his lay

brethren.

Now, a copying is compound in form, but yet a very

simple apparatus. It consists, essentially, of two cam-

eras, one finished with a lens, and the other not; these

two cameras are screwed tightly together, endwise, so

that the bellows parts open in opposite directions; one

of these is intended to receive the negative, and the

other the sensitized glass, which is to receive the

actinic impression or the transparent 2:)0sitive. The

tablets which hold both the jjositive and the negative,

are furnished Avith spring clamps, either in the cor-
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ners or on tlie sides whicli are designated to hold tlie

respective glasses in their places.

As we have already remarked in a preceding chapter,

the negatives, which are in the best condition for such

like work as here comprehended, are very thin, trans-

parent and full of detail; we have described how such

negatives have to be prepared. Place such a negative

wrong side up in the shield, the collodion film looking

toward the lens; from such an arrangement it is evi-

dent the copy in the conjugate focus of the camera wiU

be in its true and natural position ; that is not inverted.

The sensitized is introduced, when ready, into the

opposite bellows, with the collodion film facing the

lens.

The focussing requires more than ordinaiy care ; in

fact, you must be furnished with a magnif^'ing lens,

which has already been adjusted in focus to the gi'ound

glass sui'face, when it fits in contact with the back of

the ground glass plate. The camera may be placed in

such a direction as to receive the full Hght of the sun

upon the negative, both diu'ing focussing and printing.

With a copying camera it is easy to find the equiva-

lent focus of your compound lens. We mean by this

equivalent value, the focal length of a double convex

lens that will j^roduce a picture of an object of ex-

actly the same size as that produced by the combina-

tion, when the distance from the object to the lens is

in either case the same. When two such dissimilar

lenses thus produce the same result as to magnitude,

we say they are endowed with equivalent foci; but the

optical center of a double convex lens is its geometrical

center, and consequently is very easily found, the mo-
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ment "we know the thickness; and the distance of this

center from the true burning point is denominated the

focal distance, this being the focal distance of parallel

rays, and is likewise easily measured by a practical ex-

periment. Furthermore, the distance between the ob-

ject (that is, the negative) and the ground glass, when
the pictures on the negative and the ground glass are

just of the same size, is foui* times the length of the

focal distance; hence, if we focus the negative so that

the picture on the ground glass is accurately of the

same, and then measure the distance between the two

interior surfaces of the negative and of the ground glass,

and divide this distance afterward by foiu', we obtain

the equivalent focus of one comi^ound lens.

Again, if the negative be brought nearer to the lens

than twice the focal length of the lens, the gi'ound

glass will have to retire from the lens on the opposite

side, but not in the same ratio, but with an increasing

velocity ; and the j)ictiu-e produced by such an arrange-

ment will gradually and quickly increase in size. But

if you once know the focal power of the lens and, at

the same time, you measure the distance fi'om the nega-

tive to the center of the combination, which is an sq}-

proximation to the optical center, you can, by calcula-

tion, tell the distance at which the ground glass has to

be placed in order to produce a shai-p picture; that is,

a picture in focus.

The formula by which the calculation is to be made
is as follows:

v=fjn±l)
n
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in wliicli V represents the required, distance of the

gi'onnd glass, f represents the equivalent focus, n the

number of times the picture on the ground glass is to

bo greater or less than the object or jiicture on the

negative. In plain arithmetic add one to the number

of times the pictm-o on the ground glass is to be greater

or less than that on the negative; nmltiply this sum by

the equivalent focal length, and finally divide the pro-

duct by the number of times the picture on the gi'ound

glass is gi-eater or less than that on the negative.

The time of exposure in the copying camera will

vary with the power of the lens and the magnitude of

the picture. A ])icture of the same size as the original

negative, with a onc-foiu'th compound lens, stoj^ped

down to a circle of half an inch in diameter, in the di-

rect light of the sun, will require about ten or fifteen

seconds' exposure.

The collodion, the silver bath, and all other materials

used in developing and fixing are the same in this pro-

cess as in the ordinary negative process. The mode

of development is slightly modified ; either the devel-

opment must not be can-ied on as far as for a negative,

or the developer must be rendered more acid ; the ob-

ject of either of these provisoes is to jn-cscrve the pic-

ture quite clear in the lights. Carey Lea's fcrro-gela-

tine developer is excellent for this purpose.

Use fresh fixing solution for each plate, and wash

very thoroughly. Transparent positives require ton-

ing; this is easily effected with the solution of terchlo-

ride of gold, and that of acid bichloride of mercury, as

previously recommended in the intensifying process as
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applied to negatives. After which the plate is again

carefully washed and varnished with a colorless and

transj)arent varnish prepared as follows:

VARNISH FOR TRANSPARENT POSITIVES.

Copal (tender) - - - - 1 ounce.

Mastic (in tears) - - - 80 grains.

Venice tui*pentine - - - 50 minims.

Alcohol (95 per cent.) 10 drachms, (fluid

measure.)

Apply the varnish to the cold, but dry plate, and al-

low it to di'y spontaneously.

TO PREPARE TRANSPARENT POSITIVES BY CONTACT PRINTING.

This process requires the use of dry plates, and is

certainly one of the most interesting of processes in

photography. The tannin plate will suit our purpose

very well, but a plate prepared according to one of the

modified Fothergill processes wiU produce a positive

better than can be obtained by the tannin process; the

most beautiful transparent positive is prepared by

what is denominated the albiimen process, which is

more diflicult of manipulation than the preceding. If

the dry tannin plate be used, it will be necessary both

in the development and in the intensifying operation

to acidify the pyrogaUic acid with either citric or nitric

acid instead of acetic acid, which latter communicates

to the picture a reddish tone. The picture may be

toned afterward with terchloride of gold and the acid

bichloride of mercury in the usual way.

The negative is placed first in the ordinary printing-

fi*ame, the film being upward; upon this is laid the

prepared dry plate, the collodion film being down-

viiSiXd; that is the two films are in contact. The frame
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is now closed, laid upon a small, flat board, to keep out

the light, and is then carried out of the dark-room,

where it is tui'ned up and exposed for one or two

seconds to the diffused Ught of day; or it may be ex-

posed for ten or more seconds to the light issuing from

a gas jet or from a piece of burning phosphorus or

magnesium. The plateholder is then turned over

again flat upon the small j)iece of board and carried

back into the dark-room, where it is develoj)ed like

any other tannin plate.

TO PKEPARE DRY PLATES BY GORDOn's PROCESS.

Any good bromo-iodized collodion is suitable in this

process; and the plate i*equires no previous substratum

of albumen or other material. Besides this, the plate

may be sensitized in the ordinary bath of nitrate of

silver, made shghtly acid with nitric acid. All these

are advantages in favor of this process.

After the plate has been properly excited or sensi-

tized in the silver solution, it is placed in a dish or

basin of distilled water, where it remains until a second

plate is so prepared as to take its place, when it is

transferred to a second basin of distilled water. After

this it is washed gently at the tap and coated with the

preservative solution.

Have prepared the following stock solutions :

No. 1.—Albumen Stock Solution.

"White of egg (well beaten) - 1 ounce.

Distilled water - - - 4 drachms.

Liq. ammoniae - - - 5 minims.

No. 2.—Stock Solution of Nitrate of Silver.

Nitrate of silver - - - 30 grains.

Distnied water - - - 1 ounce.
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From these solutions you prepare another every time a

plate is ready as follows

:

Preservative Solution for Present Use.

Of the prepared albumen- - 4 drachms.

Ammonia - - - - 5 minims.

Nitrate of silver solution - - 15 "

This solution is prepared as follows : Measure out in a

separate vessel the five minims of ammonia, then add

the nitrate of silver solution; this mixture is finally

added to the half ounce of albumen, and, after the

mixture has been well shaken, the mucilaginous-like

material is poui'ed upon the plate so as to cover it,

moved backward and forward upon the plate, and then

the excess is poured back into the vial. A suffi-

cient quantity will be left with which to coat a second

plate; or, instead of this, half the quantity may be

prepared at a time for each stereoscopic plate. After

the plate has been thus treated, it is carefully and

evenly washed with one pint of water made to flow

fi'om the narrow orifice of a long* spout like that on an

oil can; it is finally swiUed with distilled water and

placed away in a perfect Hght tight box to dry spon-

taneously.

Exposure.

The plate is exposed about the same length of time

as that requii-ed for a tannin plate with the alkaline

developer, or about four or five times as long as is re-

quired for the wet process.

Development.

Flush the plate with distilled water and afterward

with a solution of plain pyrogaHic acid. Dissolve, for
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instance, ninety-six grains of pyrogallic acid in an

ounce of alcohol, and afterward measure out five min-

ims (not drops) of tlie solution and mix it with four

drachms of water.

Let the solution flow backward and forward over

the plate for four or five minutes ; at the expira-

tion of this time, or perhaps even before, the image

will be complete in all its detail, although it will be

nothing more than a phantom image. In order to in-

tensify this phantom image, you now pour out again

five minims of the pyrogallic acid solution to half an

ounce of water, to which are added a couple of drops

of the following sUver solution :

Acid Nitrate of Silver.

Nitrate of silver - - - - 30 grains.

Citric acid 40 "

Distilled water - - - - 1 ounce.

The image now soon begins to show more vigor, and

gradually becomes more intense. Proceed slowly and

patiently untH the picture is complete. If there are

any signs of under-exposure, use the smallest quantity

of silver; whereas, when the plate has been over-ex-

posed, a larger quantity of silver becomes quite neces-

sary. With plates prepared by Gordon's method, the

final tone of the negative depends, as is the case in the

tannin process, on the acid allied with the pyi'Ogallic

acid, thus in the present instance, when citro-nitrate

of silver is used, the color of the negative has an olive

tinge, whilst with aceto-nitrate of silver it has a choco-

late reddish hue. It is not necessary to push the in-

tensity to the extent required in a wet plate, because
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of the non-actinic color of the negative produced by

either the tannin or this modified Fothergill process.

If the operator be desirous of getting a vigorous

final tone of a pui'ple black color, he can do it by the

apphcation of the toning and intensifjang process with

terchloride of gold and acid bichloride of mei'cury.

There is no danger of the film shpping off the plate

by this process; and if there is any tendency to blis-

ters, these can be obviated by adding to the fixing so-

lution a small quantity of alcohol. It is preferable to

use only a fresh solution of hyposulphite of soda in

fixing the dry plate negative.

TO PREPARE TRANSPARENT STEREOGRAPHS.

The chemical parts of this operation are in no way

changed from those just given for making any other

transparent positive; but, inasmuch as a stereoscopic

negative produces prints which are laterally inverted,

the right picture being on the left side of the paper,

whilst the left pictiu-e is on the right side, it becomes

necessary to cut the stereoscopic negative in two and

mutually to transi^ose the two halves and to mount

them on a separate glass. The proper plan is to cut

the two glass pictures down to the required size which

the paper prints are to have, and then to mount them

with a little transparent cement along the edges to the

glass support beneath.

As soon as the stereoscopic negative has thus been

transformed, we may place it in the printing-frame

and obtain fi'om it by contact printing a copy in which

there will be no lateral inversion of the individual

prints, and in which the right picture is on the right

side and the left picture on the left side.
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There is another method of preparing a stereoscopic

negative for contact printing; it is a very interesting

method, and consists in first obtaining a transparent

positive from the negative by means of two stereo-

scopic lenses placed side by side, and then from this

positive to obtain a negative by means of a single or-

thoscopic lens.

To effect the right conditions, the original negative

is placed wrong side up, and with the film facing the

lenses, in the copying camera; an impression is then

taken on a sensitized plate in the other bellows part of

the camera. The copy is a transparent positive, which,

when finished, is placed in front of the lenses, the film

looking toward the lenses ; these lenses are now taken

out, and a single orthoscopic or globe lens is substituted

in their place. A sensitized plate being placed on the

opposite side, a copy is taken which will be a negative

endowed with the requisite transformation for contact

printing.

But by camera printing a transparent stereoscopic

positive is obtained without the trouble of two opera-

tions. All that is required is to copy the original ne-

gative by means of two lenses as just described, the

resulting co-pj is a transparent stereoscojDic positive

devoid of lateral inversion of every kind.

By any one of the three methods above described,

the pictui'e is on the front of the glass, and on this ac-

count it requires two extra glasses when mounted, a

thin ground glass behind, and a similarly thin trans-

parent glass in front. By such a method there is,

therefore, a loss of material, and our aim naturally is

to obtain a picture free from all inversion when seen

on the back of the crlass and not in fi"ont.
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To effect this, that is, to prepare a transparent posi-

tive on the back of the glass there are several methods,

which the ingenious operator can easily find out him-

self ; we will describe only two. Take the original

negative, turn it wrong side up, and place it in the

shield of the copying camera, the film being outward;

copy this negative by means of two lenses, the result-

ing copy will be a transparent positive on the back

of the glass free from transposition, obtained by di-

rect camera printing. A second method consists in

first getting a negative so transposed as to allow the

requisite prints to be made correctly by contact print-

ing. This negative is obtained as follows

:

Let the film of the original negative look outward

and take a copy as before by means of two lenses;

afterward copy the positive by means of a single lens,

the film looking inward toward the lens.

More extensive information on this subject may be

obtained by consulting the author's treatise denomin-

ated "Dry Plate Photography."

5*



CHAPTER Xn.

TO PEEPAEE OPAL OE PORCELAIN PICTUBE8.

This is an interesting branch of pliotograpliy, be-

cause tlie resulting pictures are exceedingly beautiful.

Opal or porcelain plates are translucent and of a milky

color; they may be obtained from the photographic

dealers of any size required. Those which are not

perfectly flat, are used for camera printing ; whilst

those which are quite flat oi-iginaUy, or gi-ound flat,

are used chiefly for contact printing. Hence, there are

two methods by which opal pictures may be prepared:

by the wet, and by the dry process.

BY THE WET PROCESS.

Clean the plates Hke any other or the ordinary glass

plates, and then coat them with a dilute solution of al-

bumen, and put them away to dry.

The negative, which is suitable for such Hke opera-

tions, must be taken specially for the purpose with the

dilute collodion and by the method aheady described

in reference to copying and solar enlargements. Place

the negative inverted in the copying camera, the film

facing the lens. A sensitized opal plate is then placed

in the opposite beUows of the camera. It is custom-

ary to print opal pictures of the vignette shape; this is

effected by a vertical frame parallel with the negative

and capable of shding between the lens and the nega-

tive. This parallel frame is covered with an o-paqae

plate of thin metal or block cardboard, in the middle
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of which there is an elliptical opening designed to pro-

duce the vignette. Around the edge of the elliptical

opening a piece of tissue is gummed, and a smaller el-

liptical opening is cut through this tissue paper, con-

centric with the larger. The edge of this tissue paper

is then cut with a very sharp knife or a pair of scissors

into fine arrow hke projections all around. Any vari-

ety, shape and size of vignette can thus be prepared

and attached to the moving vertical shde; and by mov-

ing the shde nearer to the negative or further from it,

a given vignette can be diminished or increased in size

ad libitum within certain limits.

The copying camera is placed so as to receive the

direct rays of the sun, or the bright, white hght fi'om a

cloud in the opposite part of the heavens to the sun;

in this position the sensitized plate is exposed for fif-

teen seconds or more according to the intensity of the

light and other circumstances connected with the

lenses and negative. The opal plate is then taken into

the dark-room where the picture is developed.

The ordinary iron developer is used for this purpose,

taking care, however, to make it slightly more acid

than for ordinary operations; thus, take half an ounce

of the developer, which will be sufficient for a common
card-picture, and add to it one drop of nitric acid.

Shake the developer and i^our it uniformly and quickly

over the plate so as to cover it without any line of

stojppage. Develop until all detail is out, and then

stop immediately. Wash the plate carefully and fix

with a fresh solution of either cyanide of potassium, or

hyposulphite of soda. Finally, wash again very care-

fully and thoroughly.
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The next part of the operation consists in cleaning

off the corners of the plate and removing all stains.

This is a delicate manipulation. Prepare tincture of

iodine by dissolving a drachm of iodine in one ounce

of alcohol. Place before you a wash-basin full of water,

and in a convenient place a beaker glass containing so-

lution of cyanide of potassium. Now pour a drop of

the tinctiu-e of iodine on one of the corners which is

stained; it will spread very rapidly and, at the same

time, convert the silver stain into soluble iodide of

silver; the moment there is any danger of the iodine

reaching any part of the picture itself, dip the plate

immediately into the water beneath and wash off all

the remaining tincture of iodine. Now pour some of

the solution of cyanide of potassium upon the same

corner where the stain originally existed; the part will

become thoroughly bleached; if not, repeat the opera-

tion with the tincture and cyanide until the stajn is

removed. Every other stain is treated in the same

manner. If the picture itseK is stained, there is no al-

ternative but to make a new picture, because you can-

not remove such a stain without, at the same time,

bleaching some of the fine markings of the picture

itself.

"We will suppose the plate has, however, been com-

pletely cleaned by the process prescribed; we now pro-

ceed a step further and tone our picture. Flow over

the plate a dilute solution of terchloride of gold until

the tone is uniformly changed all over the plate; then

wash the plate. K it is intended to color the picture

by stippling or otherwise, it will not be necessary to

proceed any further; but where it is intended not to
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apply any color whatever, the tone of the picture may

be considerably improved by flowing over the plate the

dilute solution of bichloride of mercury, consisting of

fifteen minims of a saturated solution of bichloride of

mercury, fifteen minims of acetic acid and four drachms

of water. The intensity of the pictm'e will increase very

rapidly to a certain extent, and then it retrogrades; you

must be careful, therefore, to stop its action in time ; in

fact the picture seldom requii'es more than just to be

covered with the solution and then carefully washed.

After this operation the plate is thoroughly washed

and afterward dried. If the plate is to be mounted in

a case with a glass in front of it, it will not be neces-

sary to apply any varnish; but if a varnish is to be

used, it must be of a very fine nature and nearly

colorless.

An opal picture admits of being stippled so as to

imitate a perfect miniature gem of art, unsurpassed by

any other j)roduction of the same natm'e.

Owing to the innumerable stains which almost in-

variably are seen in stern contrast with the white por-

celain, operators in general prefer preparing these opal

pictui-es by some of the dry processes; and of these

dry processes the coUodio-chloride process of Dr. G-.

"Wharton Simpson is by far the most expeditious.

COLLODIO-CHLORIDE PROCESS.

In this process the coUodion itself is made sensitive,

and consequently requires to be kept in a dark cup-

board. It is better, also, to surround the bottle, in

which it is contained, with some non-actinic material

such as a metaUic case or with several folds of yeUow

paper or cloth.
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Prepare the following stock solutions:
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After this operation the dry collodio-plate is ready

for exposui'e. Of course the reader must understand

that for this process we make use only of flat plates,

either ground or unground, because in the printing

operation they have to He in close apposition with the

negative, which must, also, have been taken on flat

plate glass.

There are several printing-frames made specially for

this sort of printing; for an ordinary printing-frame

wiU not permit you to examine the printing as it ad-

vances. Shive was the first to get up an opal printing-

frame, which, with all the accessories that have since

been added, is the most complete. Chapman's opal

printing-frame, as also Anthony's pneumatic porcelain

printing-frame, is exceedingly ingenious and appropri-

ate for the purpose in \iew.

The negative is placed in the printing-frame first,

and upon this comes the sensitized opal plate, the two

films, of course, being in contact; by the pecuharity of

construction of such printing-frames, the opal plate can

be raised from the negative, when occasion requires to

examine the progress of printing, and can again be re-

placed without disturbing the relative position of the

negative and the opal plate. The piint is precisely

hke an albumen print; it is produced directly by the

light of the sun, and consequently requires no develop-

ment after it leaves the frame. A slight over-exposure

is necessary. "V\Tien the image is thoroughly brought

out and bronzing is just commencing, the opal plate is

taken from the frame and washed by immersing it in

rain water and by oscillating it so as to remove any

free nitrate of silver. It is then transferred to a weak
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toning bath, where it remains until it is satisfactory.

From this bath, it is removed to a vessel of clean water

where it is again washed, and afterward transferred to

the fixing sohition of fresh hyposulphite containing a

httle alcohol, which renders the film more porous and

less Hable to bhster. Finally, wash the plate and dry

it. It is now ready for the artist to be stippled or col-

ored as fancy, fashion or taste may suggest.

TO PRINT OPAL PICTURES BY DEVELOPMENT.

The plate is exposed either in the camera or in the

printing-frame as usual, but for a very short time, after

which the picture is brought out by development. The

developer used is that of gaUic acid and acetate of

lead, as recommended by M. Carey Lea, Esq.

Gallic acid----- 6 grains.

Acetate of lead - - - - 3 "

Rain water - - - - - 40 ounces.

The precij)itate of gaUate of lead is dissolved by ad-

ding a few di-ops of glacial acetic acid. The opal plate

is immersed in this bath until the proper intensity is

acquired. It is then washed, toned and fixed as before.



CHAPTER Xm.

TO PREPAKE FERROTYPES OR MELAINOTYPES AXD AMBROTYPES.

These prints are positives to be seen by reflected

light, and are in reality a sort of incipient negatives;

negatives not yet arrived at maturity. In these prints

the silver deposit, by reason of its whiteness projected

on a black background forms the lights, whilst the

shades are produced by the background seen through

the film, and, in the case of ambrotypes, through the

glass medium on which the picture is made. Fresh

and uncontaminated silver solutions and developers

are requii'ed in the production of pui*e and rich posi-

tives of this nature.

Japanned plates or paper may be had already pre-

pared at the photographic establishments for the pre-

paration of melainotypes, ferrotypes, etc. ; whilst for

ambrotypes thin, white or transparent plate glass is

used.

ferrotype or melainotype.

If the plate has not been used before, brush off the

dust with a camel's hair j)encil, or polish it with a piece

of fine buckskin if necessary, then coat it with rather

a thin cadmium collodion and sensitize the plate in the

usual manner.

The plate, after draining, is then placed in the print-

ing-frame and a piece of glass plate is placed on the

back of it in order that the pressui-e of the Hd or door
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of the printing-frame may be equal all over. The ex-

posure may be a trifling less than for a negative.

DE^^];L0PMENT OF A MELAINOTTPE.

None of the organico-iron developers are so "well

adapted for the production of a rich melainotj'pe, as

the ordinary and unsophisticated protosulphate of iron

developer.

Developer for Melainotypes.

Protosulphate of iron - - 2 drachms.

Acetic acid _ _ _ _ 2 "

Alcohol 1 "

Kain water - - - - 8 ounces.

To jDroduce a more metallic and silvery appearance,

the following formula has been much recommended:

Protosulphate of iron
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developing the pictui'e, and that of intensif}*ing the

picture. The eye soon becomes inured to the change

of phenomena. It may happen that the detail does

not all appeal- before the transition fi-om one subdi-

vision to the other takes place; in this case the expo-

sure has been too short; on the other hand, the devel-

opment is so rapid as not to permit one to catch the

exact moment when to stop, and the plate becomes

imiversally veiled by the silver reduction on the hghts

themselves; in this case the exposure was altogether

too long. Tou have, natui'ally, to study the capacity

of the lens vrith a given Hght, and its general working

powers
;
you can then easily appromixate to the right

time of exposui*e on a given day. The requisites of a

good melainotype are perfect transparency of the glass

in the deepest shades, complete detail in every part

and a general brightness in the picture. If there is

any veil or fogging on the transparent parts, that is,

those parts which are to form the deep shadows, the

picture is a failure, and you will have to take it over

again.

Supposing you have hit upon the right exposure,

and have developed just far enough, wash the print

and then fix it with the ordinary solution of cyanide of

potassium, and finally wash and dry the plate.

AU that now remains is to color it according to taste

and then varnish; or, which is still better, to varnish

it first and color it afterward with veiy fine colors in

powder.

It is customary to mount the melainotype in a case,

placing a mat first over the print and then a piece of

polished plate glass ; these are bound close together
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witli the appropriate preserver, and finally fixed or in-

serted in the case.

AMBROTTPES.

An ambrotype is a positive on glass. The thinnest

white, that is, colorless plate glass, as far as is com-

patible with strength, is the best for this pm-jDose. The

operations in every respect are the same in preparing

an ambrotype as those performed in the preparation

of a melainotype. When the print or pictiu'e is com-

plete, and has been caryfuUy washed, it is dried. It

is now ready for mounting.

It was customary, at an early date, to coat the back

of the plate with a thick black Japan, or varnish com-

posed as follows :

BLACK VAKNISH.

Asphaltum _ _ _ _ 2 ounces.

Canada balsam - - - - 4 "

Oil of turpentine - - - 50 "

This varnish was laid on so as to form a uniform

coating and then dried. It is much easier, however,

to cut out a piece of black velvet of the size of the

plate and place it behind the picture. A mat is placed

over the picture, and a plate of glass is placed over the

mat; whilst another plate lies behiid the velvet to

keep it uniformly in apposition with the back of the

plate. All these appendages are bound firmly to-

gether with the preserver, and then inserted in the ap-

propriate case.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE SOLAH CAMERA AND SOLAK ENLARGEMENTS.

The solar camera is in reality a copying camera,

with the simple addition of a lens or other attachment,

by means of which the sun light can be condensed

upon the negative, and thus made more powerful.

There are two distinct kinds of solar cameras; one is

fixed in its place, and the sun, by means of a reflector,

is made to shine along the axis in whatever part of

the heavens this orb may happen to be. The other is

suspended on two axes, a vertical and a horizontal, and

is thus capable of moving in any direction whatever,

and consequently of following the sun's motion, both

in altitude and azimuth. All solar cameras of the

first class, are exact imitations of the well-known solar

microscope. Woodward's solar camera was the first

in date, and, wonderful enough, it is protected with a

patent ! although the special function of the solar

microscope, jDrevious to this patent grant, was to pro-

duce a pictiu'e, on a screen behind the lens, of another

picture or object placed in the conjugate focus in fi'ont.

Some improvements, in the way of directing the re-

flector horizontally and vertically, have since been

made in this camera, for instance, in Gale's improved

camera; and some have attached to them an arrange-

ment of clockwork, called a Hehostat, which regulates

the motion of the reflector according to the motion of

the sun, and thus keeps the sun's rays always parallel
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with the axis of the instrument. This attachment

makes this sort of solar camera, in one sense of the

word, perfect. Such a camera is fixed in a window

facing the South. This window is boarded up, so that

no hght can enter the room, excepting through the

lens. This room becomes, therefore, the dark chamber,

the camera obscura. The screen which receives the

image is movable upon the floor behind, so that it can

be brought nearer to the lens or well di'awn from it,

according to the size of the picture required. This is

a convenient property of this sort of camera, an ad-

vantage which cameras of the second class do not

possess to the same extent. The general constniction

of Woodward's solar camera and of all its congeners,

is as follows : First comes a rectangular reflector, placed

outside the window, and capable of moving vertically

and horizontally, and of thus reflecting the sun's rays

perpendicularly iipon a condensing lens, which is gen-

erally a plano-convex lens, the convex siurface receiving

the rays. The negative comes next in order; it is in-

verted, and the film looks toward the portrait lens, and

is capable of motion to and from this lens by means of

a horizontal slide. The portrait lens or distributing

lens, comes next; it is fixed upon a frame which sHdes

horizontally. The axis of this instrument is a line

which passes through the center of the condensing

lens, of the picture and of the portrait lens, which

latter is placed at such a distance from the condensing

lens as to allow the cone of condensed light to come

to a focus in the optical center of the combination, or

at least in such a position that the conjugate cone of

light, and that of the picture itself, shall occupy as
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nearly as possible the same position, and be of the

same size on the screen. To produce this result satis-

factorily, requires a certain ratio to exist between the

power of the condensing lens and that of the dis-

tributing lens. This subject has not met with the study

which it deserves; and to the want of acciu-ate know-

ledge, in this respect, may be attributed the general

failure of ordinary operators. If the cone of the con-

densed Hght, and if the cone of the picture do not

coincide, it is impossible to obtain a picture totally

free from what is denominated the ghost, which is a

circle of greater actiaic force in the center than on the

periphery of the illuminated disc, unless the former

cone be thrown entirely out of the axis. Another

cause that tends to produce this ghost, is to be traced

to the spherical and chi'omatic abeiTation of the con-

densing lens. In some instruments this condenser is

partially coiTected by the intei'position of a concave,

or a concavo-convex lens, just before the light reaches

the negative. This second, or correcting lens, converts

the converging rays of hght into a parallel beam of

hght, which simply illuminates the negative with a

highly condensed and nearly uniform hght; and tlien,

of course, the two cases, of which we have just above

spoken, must of necessity coincide. By such an ar-

rangement, the best work may be expected. Dr. Van

Monckhoven's instruments are arranged somewhat in

this manner; and the results are well known, and are

recommendations of the cameras. The screen, which

coiTcsponds to the ground glass in the ordinaly camera,

is placed vertically behind the distributing lens, and so

accm*ately that its center coincides with the axis of the
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instmment, and also that the distances of either edge,

laterally or vertically to the center of the lens, are in

pair respectively the same.

In the jDortable camera, of which Shive's, Eoettger's

and Liebert's cameras are examples, there is no re-

flector. The instrument itself is tilted by the mechan-

ism pecuhar to each instmment, so as to receive the

dii'ect rays of the sun. This is an advantage over the

preceding instrament; because there is always a con-

siderable loss of hght after reflection. Another dis-

advantage of the Woodward, etc. camera, arises espe-

cially in Winter, when the sun's altitude is small, and

the angle of incidence and of reflection is very large

;

the light is thus made veiy weak by such reflection.

In the portable solar camera the screen, which is in-

tended to hold the sensitized sheet, has, but compara-

tively sj)eaking, a short space to move in; and, conse-

quently, with this instrument it is very difficult to

obtain life-size figui*es, because an instrument that

would do such work, must, of necessity, be very un-

wieldy from its size.

To work with the solar camera, we proceed as fol-

lows:

Place the negative iu its holder, wi'ong side uj>, and

a large sheet of white j)aper on the focussing screen.

Turn the reflector or the camera, so as to get the illu-

minated circle of Hght on the white paper; move the

negative imtil the picture on the paper is sharp aU

over; by moving the negative nearer to the lens, after

it has once been focussed, the screen will have to be

shoved further off from the lens on the opposite side,

and the picture becomes thereby enlarged; whereas, if
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the negative be moved back from the lens, the screen

will have to be brought nearer, Mhich will make the

pictui'e smaller.

As soon as the picture has been accurately focus-

sed, the light is shut ofi, and the sensitized sheet

is fastened to the screen by tacks or otherwise on the

place just occupied by the white focussing paper. All

being now ready, the light is again turned on ; and the

operator must see that the sun's rays are continually

kept so as to illuminate the same disc to the end of

the operation. By means of an aperture or door at

the end of the portable camera, and an obturator which

subdues the cone of light, you can from time to time

observe the progress of the printing.

There are two modes of solar printing, the one du-ect

and the other by continuation or development. The

former is the ordinary process of printing with albu-

men paper, which is sensitized in the usual manner in

a lai'ge dish of nitrate of silver. Glass, photogi*aphic

ware or porcelain dishes for this purpose are the best;

but dishes made of thin wood, well dried and varnished

with two or three coats of varnish, will answer the pur-

pose quite as well and are far from being as expensive as

the former. Similar dishes, too, may be used for ton-

ing, fixing and washing the prints afterward.

The time of exposure, naturally, will be quite vari-

able, depending, as it does, on so many fortuitous cir-

cumstances; but, on an average, a good print may be

obtained in about an hour's exposure to bright sun-

light. Print until the shades begin to be shghtly

bronzed.

Tone and fix as usual.

6
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PEINTrNG BY DEVELOPMENT.

There are several methods of printing by develop-

ment; the following is the one pubHshed by Libois in

the Bulletin Beige

:

Take thin Saxony paper and float it for a minute on

the following salting solution:

Chloride of ammonium - - 4 drachms.

Citric acid - - - - 4 "

Eain water - - - - 25 ovmces.

The citric acid is first dissolved in two and a half

ounces of water, and completely neutralized by bicar-

bonate of soda, five drachms of which are required to

neutralize three drachms of the acid. The solution of

citrate of soda, thus formed, is added to the solution

of the chloride of ammonium. The solution must have

a slightly acid reaction, which is attained by the addi-

tion of a few drops of citric acid in solution. A small

quantity of boiled arrowroot is also mixed with this

bath, which is said to improve the final tones.

The paper is then hung up to dry, after which it is

sensitized by floating it on the following bath for half

a minute

:

'

Nitrate of silver - - - - 1 ounce.

Water - - - - - 18 ounces.

This bath is acidified with a few di'ops of a solution

of citric acid. The first few drops produce a shght

precipitate of citrate of silver, which is immediately

dissolved by the succeeding di'ops. "WTien this is ef-

fected, the bath is sufficiently acid.

This paper, when dry, is ready to be tacked to the
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focussing-screen. You expose until the print assumes

a lilac hue, which will be a few minutes at most. The

image in this time will be just visible. The pai)er is

now taken out, and immersed in the foUowing develop-

ing bath by Carey Lea

:

GaUic acid----- 6 grains.

Acetate of lead - - - - 3 "

Rain water - - - - 40 ounces.

To be prepared as follows:

Dissolve a drachm of gallic acid in four drachms of

alcohol, and a drachm of acetate of lead in twelve

ounces and a half of water. Take a drachm of the al-

cohol solution and twelve di'achms and a half of the

solution of acetate; add these to one hundred ounces

of water, and then di'op in just enough glacial acetic

acid to redissolve the shght precii)itate of acetate of

lead that falls.

A number of prints may be immersed at the same

time in this bath. The development requires five or

six minutes in the dark-room, and is stopped the mo-

ment the prints appear perfect; over-2)rintiug is not

needed; for the fixing solution seems rather to im-

prove the detail than to destroy it.

Wash the prints and then immerse them in the fol-

lowing fixing solution

:

Water - - - - - 20 ounces.

Hyposulphite of soda - - G "

In this bath the prints remain about four minutes,

they are then washed thoroughly in a running stream

of water. The color of the luints, when they leave the
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"water, is reddish, but it assumes a beautiful deep

brown on diying.

Naturally the print may be toned like any other

silver print. In this case the print after development

is first carefuUy washed and then immersed in the or-

dinary gold toning solution, and afterward treated in

other respects like any other silver print.



CHAPTER XV.

VIGNETTE PRINTING.

Pictures formerly were sometimes surrounded with

a border or a garland of twisted vines, whence was de-

rived the name vignette or little vine. At present are

comprehended under this appellation all pictures of an

oval or circular foi*m, situated in the center of the

mount, and shading gradually off by a stellar-hke gra-

dation into blank space. Card-pictures are most gener-

ally so printed; in some instances the pictures are

printed as usual in the oval form, but the space which

surrounds them is shaded. It is our intention in this

chapter to describe this mode of printing.

In the first place the negative itself may be formed

into an appropriate condition for printing vignette

fashion; but in this case you have to be very careful in

focussing to place the sitter always and accurately in the

oval of the ground glass which he is to occupy in the

print; then, after exposure, the plateholder is taken into

the dark-room, and an oval piece of thick leather, with

bevelled edges, is placed on the back of the negative

in a position to correspond with the given oval of the

ground glass. India-rubber ovals might be made on

piu'pose, the under side being formed slightly hoUow;

these, when pressed down into contact with the glass

beneath, will remain, by reason that their elasticity

forms a vacuum beneath, firmly adherent to the glass.

A piece of tissue paper, somewhat larger than the
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India-rubber oval, and cut "Vtdtli star-like indentations

on the edge all around, may be gummed upon the back

of the India-rubber oval. The plateholder is now taken

again into the light, the door or flap is opened, and the

plate is exposed for a few seconds to the direct action

of the light. It is evident that the part beneath the

India-rubber or leather wiU be protected from the ac-

tion of Hght; the tissue paper, projecting beyond the

edges, with its stellar projections, softens the abrupt-

ness of separation between the pictiu'e and the sur-

rounding sj)ace. Naturally, the part protected fi'om

the light can be made to assume any shape whatever

according to the contour of the India-rubber discs.

The plateholder is now carried back to the dark-room

and the picture is developed. All the i:)arts external

to the oval obttu*ator become quite opaque by the de-

velopment, more opaque than any other part because

of the dix'ect expostu*e to the diffused light ; and, conse-

quently, in the print the paper will be preserved quite

white, as it ought to be. With a Httle practice this

mode of vignetting is very satisfactory; and the nega-

tives being complete in themselves, you have no fiu'ther

trouble afterward in the printing operation.

Why is it not more generally practiced ?

Because, previous to the publication of this treatise,

it was not known generally, if at all.

The method in common practice is as follows:

A piece of tin plate, fui-nished with a rectangular

opening in the center larger than the oval vignette, is

placed first in the plateholder, then the negative and

after that the sensitized paper. Over the rectangular

opening there is another tin frame with an oval open-
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ing which shdes, or is so adjustable so as to bring this

oval opening right over the portrait. A rim of tin is

soldered all around the oval opening about half an

inch or more high, tapering off and forming the frus-

tum of an oval cone as it were. The inside is Hned

with black paper, and the aperture is covered over

with tissue paper. Along the edge all arotmd there is

a concentric stellated ring of thicker paper, the star-

like projections of which point to the center of the

oval; another and similar ring, narrower than the

former, is glued upon this upon the outer edge; and

again a third still more narrower than the second. In

this way the light will be impeded into its transition

through the three layers of paper gradually more and

more to the edge of the walls of the frustum; and the

conical shape of this attachment furthermore assists in

softening the gradation of shade into Hght. The gen-

eral principle being once known, the operator, if he is

worthy of his profession, can easily modify the differ-

ent forms of vignetting to his taste and fancy.

Wooden vignettes are easily cut out of a piece of

soft wood, haK an inch or more thick, taking care al-

ways to bevel the edge gradually toward the negative,

thus making the opening nearest the negative larger

than that on which the tissue paper is glued or

gummed.

A\'Tien printing with a vignette of this construction

it is necessaiy to print with diffused light, if the plate-

holder is to remain qiiiescent when once laid doTNTi;

but if the light is direct solar light, or a very bright re-

flected light fi'om an illuminated cloud or surface, the

plateholder must be gi'adually tui'ned around in order
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to equallize the illumiuation and thus soften the

shadows.

Another mode of vignetting consists in placing, first

in the plateholder, a so-called glass vignette. This

glass vignette is of the same size as the plate you are

using; that is, you may procure a quarter-plate vign-

ette, a half-plate, or a whole, etc., plate vignette. These

plates are made of glass stained of an orange-red or

yellow color, and are non-actinic; but the central part

of the stain, which is superficial, is ground off on either

side of the plate of an oval shape, and the j^lain glass

beneath is then pohshed. These vignette glasses are

very convenient and highly satisfactory if the color

happens to be of the right nature. Two or three of

these glasses with various sized openings may be placed

one over the other, the smallest opening being outer-

most or most remote fi-om the negative.

TO PRINT A DARK BORDER.

In order to print a dark border around a light oval

vignette, you take the print out from the printing-

frame when the jDicture is sufficiently advanced to

be called finished, and place an oval obturator of the

proper size over the portrait and a portion of the

white surrounding j)aper. The paper is then exposed

to diffused hght until the tone is suitable. It is well

to turn the platform which holds the paper gi-adually

around during this exposure, otherwise the shade will

not be uniform.

Landscapes may be printed of the desired shape by

placing the proper shaped mat in front of the negative.

When printing either with the copying camera, or
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the solar camera, it is immaterial in principle whetlier

the vignette is placed between the negative and the

lens, or between the print and the lens ; it is sometimes

more mechanically advantageous the one way than it

is the other.

The toning, fixing and washing of a vignetted print

require no instruction; they naturally are the same

with this as any other print.



CHAPTER XVI.

THE MAGIC PBINT,

The magic print is one tliat is developed by tlie

superimposition of a piece of moist paper upon a piece

of albumen jDaper which apparently contains no picture.

The operation looks hke a feat of the enchanter.

The magic papers, the invisible prints, are prepared

as follows:

Print on albumen paper from the negative in the

usual waj'-, but take the prints out whilst they are still

somewhat weak, but still comj)lete in detail; that is,

you must not over print for this ]Durpose.

The prints are then taken out, washed and fixed in

hyposulphite of soda, again thoroughly washed, and

then submitted to a bleaching process.

The bleaching, properly whitening solution, consists

of bichloride of mercury

:

Bichloride of merciu-y - - 1 drachm.

Water - - - - - 4 ounces.

Immerse the moist prints in this solution and keep

them there until the pictures disappear. They are

now again thoroughly washed, dried and packed away

between folds of clean paper.

These magic papers are developed in the following

manner:

Dip pieces of blotting paper in a solution of hypo-

i^ulphite of soda, and whilst still moist place one over
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each albumen magic paper and put a weight over it to

keep it in close apposition. The print will gi'adually

reappear. When completely redeveloped the print is

thoroughly washed and dried. It wiU now keep for an

indefinite time.

The solution of bichloride of mercury does not de-

stroy the image, but simply combines with its silver

and forms a double salt which is white. This experi-

ment is qiute analogous to that when oxaKc acid in so-

lution is placed upon writing with common iron ink;

the writing disappears, but it still remains in the j)aper,

it has simply become white writing, instead of black.

We have in the preceding chapters recommended

the use of bichloride of mercury as an intensifier, but

the reader must be careful not to cany the intensifica-

tion so far as finally to whiten the jDrint. At the be-

ginning of the redevelopment the image gi'ows more

and more black, then it gi'adually fi'om this point be-

comes more and more white (not transparent). The

operator can easily see when to stop.



CHAPTER XVII.

WHAT TO DO WITH THE SILVER AND GOLD RESIDrES.

The nitrate of silver in all the old residues of the

sensitizing baths both for paper and for plates, is re-

duced to the state of chloride of silver by the addition

of a solution.

The chloride is a white powder and soon settles to

the bottom of the vessel; the supernatant liquid is then

poured into another vessel, and again solution of salt

is added to it; if no further precipitate of chloride

of silver is joroduced, this Hquid is thrown away. On
the contrary, if any chloride is still produced, add so-

lution of salt until the reduction is complete; decant

as before, and add the residue to the other. Wash the

white precipitate in several changes of water, allowing

the silver salt to settle each time and then decanting

the clear portions.

This white chloride of silver may easily be reduced

to pure silver without the aid of fire. Keep the salt

under water in the dark-room until you have enough

to operate upon, and time to devote to the operation.

The following is the mode of reduction

:

Take a bar of clean zinc as hea^'y as the quantity of

chloride to be reduced, and solder to one end of it a

silver wire; then cover the zinc completely with fine

gauze or mushn and dip it in clean water. Now im-

merse the zinc, so covered, in the moist chloride of

silver, and bend over the other end of the silver wire
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SO as to come in contact -with the cliloride of silver at

a short distance from the remote end of the zinc. The

operation is best conducted in the dark-room. The

moment the connection is made -with the silver v\*ii-e

and the chloride, an electric ciu'rent sets in and decom-

poses the chloride of silver into pure silver, -svhich

manifests itself first at the loose end of the silver wire.

The chlorine Tvhich is set free hastens through the

musUn and combines with the zinc, forming chloride

of zinc, a very soluble salt which remains in solution.

The operation may continue until all the white chloride

has changed color and become silver gi'ay. The bar

of zinc is now taken out and washed to remove any ad-

hering silver; it is much lighter than it was before the

operation. Dilute sulphmic acid is added to the silver

powder in order to dissolve any particles of zinc ; after

settling a number of hours the supernatant liquid is

poured away, and the residue is well washed in several

changes of water. This residue is pure silver contain-

ing still, probably, some undecomposed chloride of

silver, which is no injury to it. The residue is finally

mixed with nitric acid containing an equal volume of

water; it is soon dissolved. If any chloride was in the

silver powder, it wiU be foimd now at the bottom of

the vessel undissolved, and can easily be separated by

decantation. This solution is then evaporated to diy-

ness on a water bath, and the residue is again dis-

solved in a small quantity of hot water and put aside

to crystallize. The mother liquor, or that part which

cannot be made to crystallize, may be used for the sen-

sitizing bath for papei', after it has once more evapor-

ated to dr'STiess.
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The undissolved portion of chloride of silver, if any

there were, may be added to the next batch and treated

with it as before directed.

TO BEDUCE THE CKLOKIDE AXD OXIDE OF SILVER BY FIRE.

The method we have just described is a very reliable

one; but still, if you have the convenience, you may
reduce the residues to pure silver by fire; and the ad-

vantage here is that different residues, as for instance,

the chloride and the oxide, etc., may be mixed to-

gether and reduced at the same time. The paper

scrajis, as we have already told you, are burnt in a

clean stove; by this act the silver compound is reduced

to a mixture of silver and oxide of silver which will

form the ashes. These ashes and the chloride obtained

from the old baths, and the powder from the develop-

ing solutions, are all first thoroughly dried and then

intimately mixed with twice their weight of carbonate

of soda and chalk. The mixtui'e is put into a crucible

which is heated afterward in a furnace to a very high

temperature, at which it is maintained until the silver

salts are thoroughly reduced. The mass is kej^t well

stirred up with an iron rod from time to time, and at

the end the temperature is raised to a white heat and

then the crucible is allowed to cool gradually. The

silver will be found at the bottom of the vessel; or,

whilst the crucible is still at its highest temj)erature, it

is taken out of the fii"e, and its contents are emptied

upon a plate or dish of iron. The silver may be sep-

arated from the slag afterward by means of a hammer
and a pair of jDincers. You will most likely find, also,

a number of silver pellets in the mass, which you can
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pick out with a pair of pliers. The silver is next care-

fully washed in hot water, and finally dissolved in

nitric acid as before in order to make nitrate of silver.

TO EEDUCE THE GOLD RESIDUES.

Gold is obtained fi'om old toning baths. The

method has already been described of precipitating

the gold by means of the protosulphate of ii'on, and

its separation from the silver by means of nitric acid.

The ^old powder thus obtained may be melted in a

clean crucible into a lump of gold at a high temper-

ature. But this would be altogether a loss of labor

unless you want to get the value of the gold. As long

as you wish merely to convert the gold powder into

chloride, the powder is just as good, even better, than

gold in the lump, because it is more easily dissolved in

the mixed acids in this form.



CHAPTER xvrn.

LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY.

NEGATrv'ES of landscapes are best taten in tlie Spring

or Fall of the year; in the Summer season, during the

extreme heat, the atmosphere is filled with vapor,

which obscures the view with haze; whilst in Winter

nature has thrown off her robes of beauty and exhibits

herself in a state of dormancy. StiU photographs can

be taken both in Summer and Winter; and Winter

scenery of icebergs and waterfalls is sometimes very

grand.

There are two processes for the field, the Wet and

the Dry Process. Practical operators will at aU times

prefer the process with which they are daily familiar;

and we would advise them by all means to keep to this

process; they will only lose their time and their pati-

ence if they meddle with dry plates, however much we

may personally approve of them ourselves. We have

seen already sufiicient of the practice of dry plate pho-

tography in the hands of ordinary operators, to sym-

pathize with their failures and to condemn the prac-

tice. But whilst we thus warn practical photogi^aphers

against dabbling in tannin, collodio-albumen and collo-

dio-bromide, we recommend these forbidden practices

to the amateur, who can bestow all his energies upon

them and is not fettered with the fixed habits of room-

work and the wet process.
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The gi*eat trouble in landscape photography is the

weight of materials to be carried into the field, and the

construction of a portable dark tent. All the para-

phernalia required in the field for the wet process may

now, however, be packed into a small compass and are

easily transported on a pair of Hght wheels. We have

tried aU sorts of tents, and possess four or five kinds.

Our tent for stereoscopic purposes is only two feet

long, one foot wide and one foot high ; and we can

ojierate in it as easily and rehably as in our large lab-

oratory, performing all the operations on the plate un-

til it is ready for varnishing.

Our tent for taking views, ten by twelve inches in

size, is at the same time a camera. It folds together

into a small compass, and can be mounted in five min-

utes when once on the ground.

We have also a Carbutt box and tent for field-pho-

tography, which we should hke exceedingly, if we were

not wedded to our own constructions which, to us, ap-

pear to work with more satisfaction.

With tents like these it becomes a real pleasure to

work in glens, among mountains and waterfalls; and

we believe that most of the photographic gems that we
receive from Europe, and those of Carbutt, Watkins

and others, the Heliogi-aphic pioneers of our own

coimtry, have been produced by the wet process; and

it is well known that very few pictures, taken by the

dry proces s, were to be seen among the artistic pho-

tographic productions at the great exhibitions in

Europe.

All these facts seem to prove that practical photogra-

phers arc one-sided in their views, and thus give pre-
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ference to the wet process; this will no doubt remain

so, until—until dry plates are not only as rehable as

wet plates, but as easily prepared by the ordinary

operator, and with the same collodion and silver

bath.
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Negatives can be printed from it in a few seconds after having been varnished.

Ic wi.l not adhere to the paper, or become soft in printing.

It never chills if the plate is dry.
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It gives a beautiful gloss and brilliancy to Ambrotypes and Melainotypes ; is as hard

as glass, and will not crack or peel.

It is used without heat, thereby saving the cost of burning alcohol.

SAVE YOUR ALCOHOL,
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patented, March 22, 1859. He-issued., March 13, 1866.

This instrument is perhaps one of

the most important to the Photo-

grapher ever invented for his use,

Its advantages are ;

—

It supplies the place of large in-

strnmeuts, thereby obviating the

trouble and expense of making large

negatives and keeping up large

baths
From a fourth or half size nega-

tive it will make a four-fourth, life

size, or indeed any size print that

may be desired, as sharp and as deep-

toned as a contact print.

It is in every sense a Solar Camera
—does not require a dark-room, but

can be operated under a skylight, at

a window, out of doors, or any place

where the sun's rays can reach it.

It is complete in itself, having
every appliance to print every style

of picture that can be printed by any
_ other arrangement.
; It prints by the direct rays of the

Z sun, which gives it power nearly

.^^^^.-- -^ three to one over rejlcrtcd. light.

j'

_^^^
.^^?^—- ^ _^ It dispenses with all reflectors and

^ --:-j-^v;^^^;^^^v;:_;::
~

trappings, and machinery for oper-

ating them, and is furnished at one-half the cost of a reflector apparatus, the power being

eqiial.

It is so simple in its construction and operation that the most inexperienced can work
it successfully.

Parties not feeling satisfied with this Instrument, after purchasing, can have the

money refunded by returning it with express charges paid.

These instruments give the greatest satisfaction. Letters in the highest degree com
mendatory are daily received from parties having them in use, expressing their un-

bounded gratification and surprise that a Solar Camera could produce such results.

SHiVE'S SOLAR CAMERAS,
NOas now offered for sale, are COMPLETE AND PERFECT IN EVERY RESPECT.

PHOTOGRAPHER who is desirous of producing fine and cheap large work
SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE.

Owing to the difficulty of collecting the Material used in this Camera, and the care and
labor bestowed upon their construction, orders should be sent in as early as possible, it

being impossible to avoid delay.

For particulars of Price, Sizes, etc., etc., address the Manufacturer,

JOHN H. SIMMONS & CO.,

Manufacturers and Dealers in Photograpldc Materials,

PIIILADELPIIIA, PA.
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deed, no frame has ever been presented to the notice of the trade possessing one-half the

merits of

Lochman's Universal Printing Frame.
Ttvo sizes are made either of which will print any smaller size : 4 4. f3.50 ; 8x10. $6. CO.

Manufactiircil and sold by John H. Simmons & Co., Importers and Dealers in Photogra-
phic Goods. Philadelphia. Penn
We would call the attention of the Trade to the following specialties, of which we are

the Sole Manufacturers

:

Sbive's Patent Portable Solar Camera.
Shive's Porcelain Printing Frames.

Sbive's Duplicating Deflector.

Lochman's Porcelain Printing Frames.

Simmons' Superior Albumenized Paper.
Simmons' Negative Collodion.

Simmons' Photographic Chair.

"Wooden Trays—Lined—Cheapest and Rest.

SOLAR PRINTING FOR THE TRADE.
Direct orders and Negatives—for Xew York, to 300 Rowerv ;

" Philadelphia, to Oil Chestnut Street,

J. H. SIMMONS & CO,



Enlarging done on an Extensive Scale.

All Negatives Registered and Carefully Preserved.

Negatives shouM be made less intense than for contact printing, on half size glass, and
can be sent by mail in an Ambroti-pe case. The prints will be returned postpaid. Let
the negative be clear, sharp and full of definition.

SCALE OF PRICES:
Size, 29 by 36, drawing paper 81 00.

•' 25 by cO, " '• 3 50.
" 18 by 22, albumen 3 00.
" 18 by22, plain 2 50.
" half sheet, albumen or plain 2 00.
" 6i by8^ " '• 1 00.

For making the negative for 4-4, Contact 1 CO.
" " " Solar 75.

COPYING FOR THE TRADE.
Specimens for Sale at above Prices.

Photographers visiting New York and Philadelphia are particularly invited to call and
see our cameras at work. Direct Orders and Negatives,

JOHN H. SIMMONS & CO., Philadelphia,

SIMMONS & CO., 390 Bowery, N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA STOCK DEPOT!
'

GEOROE OABBS & SON,
No. 609 Chestnut Street, PMla.

Manufacturers, Importers, & Dealer.s iu

PHOTOGRAPHIC MATIIRIALS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTIOX.

"We keep on hand a large assortment of

CAMERAS, BATHS ANO DISHES OF PORCELAIN, GLASS,

RUBBER, AND PHOTOBRAPHiC WARE, CHEMICALS

OF THE VERY BEST, ALSO PLATES, GLASS,

GASES, MATS, AND PRESERVSfRS.

Plain and Superior Saxe ALBUMEX PAPER, Card Boards, Card Mounts,
Passepartouts, Gilt and Rosewood and Gilt Frames of great variety of
st3ies and sizes, Plain and Fancy Backgrounds, Brilliant and Transparent
Albumen AVater Colors, Gem Cameras, and tlie Howard Solar Camera with
Patent Reflector, the best and cheapest in use (no Photographer should be
•without one).

Agents for Willard & Co.'s. Superior Cameras. Also for Kuhu's Excelsior

Albumen Paper.
All goods sold at tlie very lowest prices. Orders, by mail or express, for-

warded with dispatch.



THE BEST IN THE WORLD !

ROCK VARNISH!
Hardness, Transparency, Brilliancy.

The Best for Negatives, The Best for Positives,

The Best for Lockets, The Best for Ambrotypes.

DRIES WITHOUT HEAT !

It will not decrease Intensity.

It costs no more than an inferior article.

It will not chill when applied.

It gives a beautiful gloss to Plate Pictures.

It will not soften in the sun.

It wiU save all trouble with Varnish.

It is always of uniform quality.

It is made of the purest materials.

REMEMBER:
NO EXPENSE FOR ALCOHOL TO DRY ROCK VARNISH !

Try it, and you will always use it

!

LATEST AND BEST

!

HALL'S EQUATORIAL SOLAR CAMERA,
TO AVORK BY TUE

DIRECT RAYS OF THE SUN.
The demand for a Solar Camera to make large pictures QUICKLY,

CHEAPLY and CORRECTLY, has led to the construction of this Instru-
ment. The Inventor made the first Solar Camera ever known, and now
offers this to the public as superior to any now in use.

When you want a Solar, send for a descriptive circular to

L. B. DARLINa,
100 "West Fifth St., Cixcixxati, Ohio,

Sole Agent for the Manufacturer.



We would respectfully call Photographers' attention to these Cameras, which we war-
rant to be equal in every respect to any made, and which we offer at about half the

price of Cameras of other manufacture.

In order that the purchaser may have an opportunity, before buying, of thoroughly

testing the Camera under his own light, and with his own chemicals, we have adopted
the following plan, viz.

:

We send the camera by express, with instructions to the Agent to collect and retain

the money for it until it has been tested, when, if it does not prove satisfactory, to refund

the money and return the camera to us.

PRICE LIST.
Plain.

1-9 size Tube and Lens $ 7 50

With central stops.

1-4



DEVELOPING IRON SALT,
Prepared by the Formula of

SAMUEL MILLER, OF POTTSVILLE, PA.

In presenting this new article, we desire to call tbe attention of practical Photographers
to its peculiar qnality.

It is well understood by all persons who are in the habit of making negatives, that, as
a general rule, few negatives are made which are sufficiently intense for printing under
the first iron development. To overcome this defect, all sorts of chemical means are re-

sorted to, most of which, while imparting the necessary density in the high lights, have
a tendency to destroy the harmony of the lights and shadows of the picture.

The peculiar excellence of this developer is, that it produces the proper intensity with-
out any necessity of resorting to redevelopment; as a consequence of this fact, it is a
great saving of time and expense.

In addition to the above considerations, it must be stated, that the negatives produced
by this developer, are in every respect better than those produced by the ordinary mode,
as they possess all the delicate shading perceptible to the eye.

Although this Salt costs more than the protosulphate of iron, yet when mixed as a
developer, in consequence of the fact that it i.<;eds no Acetic Acid, it costs a great
deal less.

The Price will be 63 cents per lb., Bottle included.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS.

THE BEST PORCELAIN PRESSURE FRAME !

!

The undersigned beg to advise Photographers and the Trade, that they have been ap-
pointed Sole Agents and Manufacturers of

J. W. Campbell and Geo. Adams' Imirroved Porcelain Pressure Frame.

When it is announced that one of the peculiarities of this Frame is that the porcelain
plate is held in its place by atmospheric pressure, any one who has used some of the
frames now in vogue, will appreciate its excellence, by its necessary freedom from all un-
pleasant sticky substances ; by its capability of exerting the necessary pressure between
the two surfaces ; by freedom from liability to derangement and its perfect ease of mani-
pulation. The sizes of these Frames will be for the present, 8 by 10, 4-4 and half-size.
Prices reasonable, with a proper discount to the Trade. »

E. &. H. T. ANTHONY & Co.,
Sole Agents and Manufacturers,

501 Broadway, New York.



HERMAN ROETTGER, No. 402 Library Street, Pliilade.phia, Pa.,

Manufacturer of

CAMERAS, SOLAR CAMERAS, LENSES, TELESCOPES, &G.



1867. IN PRESS, 1867.

Great pains have been taken by the Editor to have

THE ALMANAC FOR 1867
useful and invaluable to every Operator and Amateur.

It has been prepared with great care and every word of it wiitten expressly for the
book, and it will be found a very useful appendage to

THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S GUIDE,
and an artist purchasing one will be sure to want the other. No one can have too much
information on the Art, and no one will find any one of Prof. Towler's works to be in
any particular a duplicate of any other.

ONE HUNDRED PAGES. FIFTY CENTS PER COPY.

For Sale by all Stock Dealers, and

JOSEPH H. LADD, Publisher,

600 Broadway, N. Y.

VALUABLE PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS SENT, PRE-PAID, ON

RECEIPT OF PRICE.
THE SILVER RUNBEAM. Fifth Edition. Price, 82.50.

THE PORCELAIN^ PICTUKK. Price. 50 cents.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ALM.\XAO FOR 18GG. Price, 50 cents.

ALMANAC FuK 18G5. Price, 50 cents.

HUMPHREY'S .lOURXAL Price, per volume, S2.00. Yohime XYII, S3.00
GAGE'S PHOTOGRAPHY ON GLASS AND P.M'ER. Price, SI 00.

NEWMAN'S HAR.\I()XIi;US COLORING, Price, 50 cents.

DRY PLATE PHOTOGRAPHY. Price. $1.00.

WALDACK'S TREATISE ON PHOTOGRAPHY. Price, Paper SI. 50 ; Cloth, f2 00.
HUNT'S TRE.\TISE O.V PHOTOGRAPHY. Illustrated. Price, fl.00.

MANUAL OP THE COLLODION PROCESS. Price, 30 cents.
Address, PHOTOGRAPHIC MOSAICS. Price, 50 cents.

JOSEPH H. LADD, 600 Broadway, N. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHIC WARE! BATHS AND DISHES !

!

T'hc CIii'upcHt and ESest in ttie ^Vorld.

READ ! READ ! ! The Briiish Journal nf PJwtoirrnphy says : "The most popular
Baths and Di.-<hes known are the PHOTOGRAPHIC WARE. They cost but a trilie,

are neat, handy, and durable."

Baths. Prices: Dishes.

No. 1, 1-4 size $0 00
" 2, 1-2 " 1 01)

" 3, 4 4 " 2 00
" 4, 9 X 11 size 4 00
•' 5, 11 X 15 " 7 50

FOR SALE BY ALL 8T0CK DEALERS.

No. 1, 5x7 size



TOE ilOsT r.ElIARKAELE ARTICLE r.Y3n DISCOVErJD FOR REIIOVIXG

FROM TlIK UANDS. IT IS ENTIIIELY

Free from all Poisono^is S^^.^^stances ;

13 economical, quick, and sure in its operations ; and has been used in the lead-

ing Galleries ia New York and elsewhere with the

MOST PERFECT SUCCESS.

Many Artists have written to iis, that they would not do business witliont it.

The Ibllowing named Artists in New York City have used it iu Iheir Guihries,
and unhtsitatingly recommend it to all:

C. D. Fredricks & Co. ; A. Bogardus ; J. Gurney & Son ; M. B. Brady
;

AND OVER ONE HUNDRED OTUERS.

Mix the solution in water, in the proportion of one to ten ; rub it over the stains, using a. little

friction witii the finger nail, an^l then wash imraediatoly in water.

FUSO^, r-IFTir CB^TB TBR BOTTI.S.
Put up in six ounce bottles. One bottle will last a callerysix months, as the

mixture of o:ie part to tea of water can be used over and over again.

USE NO MORE POISONOUS CYANIDE,
when you can get a harmless substitute for a mere trifle. One operator writes

to us that, before using tlie Solvent, ho had not liad cltan hands for ti-n years.

All agree that it is a lotion wonderlul in its effects, and cheap beyond all prece-

dent. It will be for sale by all druggists, and

EVERY STOCK DEALER IN THE UNITED STATES.

No one who has tried it, will ever be without

T
None genuine unless put up with a white label, with the above cuts, and the

signature of

^^pJ.cyU ^-^^^^^
New York,

Aeent for the Manufacturers.

,^^~ Be sure and order a bottle from your Stock Dealer.



HUMPHREY'S COLLODION GILDING.

ONE OF THE MOST VALUABLE IMPROVEMENTS since the aprlicatlnn of the Col-
lodion Film as a veliicle of producing Photographic Images, is lILiMPiIl{EV'S COLLO-
DION GILDING. It is a rare discovery, and is being rapidly brought into use bj' the
first Ambrotypers and Photographers in America. It adds at least one half to the beauty
of an Anibrotype, above any method heretofore in use.

It is IMPERISHABLE, as it gives a surface almcst equal in Hardness to that of the Glasa
Itself. It is Easy of .\pplication, gives a Erilllant finish, and is 7iot affected by Jloisf

Atmosphere, nor by Pure Water. It is the best article ever used for fisisuinq Pictures.

It preserves Positives and Negatives from injury by Light, and will preserve Glass Nega-
tives for all time. It gives a rich lustre to Drapery, and will bear exposure in the hot sun.

CERTIFICATES.
From James H. Chilton', M.D., the well-known Chemist.

New-York, April Gth, 1?C2.
I have experimented upon a sample of "Humphrey's Collodion Gilding," and find

the nature of its composition to be such as to render it a very desirable article. It
will answer the requirements of a transparent, durable Varnish for protecting Collo
illon Pictures better than any other preparation I am acquainted with.

JAMES K. CHILTON, M.D., Chemist.

New-York, March 81st.

Dear Sib: Having found "Humphrey's Collodion Gilding," as prepared by you, to
meet every requirement, I will, at all times, take pleasure in recommending it to my
brother iihotographers as the best article for preserving Glass Negatives and Ambrotypes.
Wishing you the success you so justly deserve, I remain Your obedient servant",

J. GUKNEY.

New-Yors, April Gth.

Dear Sir: I have given " Humphrey's Collodion Gilding" a trial, and find it better
than any of the varnishes I have before used. I take pleasure in recommending it to

others as one of the most desirable articles for preserving Glass Pictures, and as being
fully worthy of their confidence. Yours truly, M. M. LAWliENCE.

Cajtakdaigua, N. Y., April Sth.

Dear Sir : " Humphrey's Collodion Gilding " settles the long-contested point as to

the durability of collodion pictures. I consider it not only the best, but the only perfect
protection and finish for the surface of the collodion plate, whether positive or negative.

Respectfully yours, M. FINLEY.

Dear Sir: We would say that the sample of "Humphrey's Collodion Gilding" which
you furnished us with has given entire satisfaction, and we do unheaitatinyly pronounce
it the best article we have ever used for the Protection of Glass Negatives and Positives.

Respectfully yours, SILSBEE, CASE & CO.,

'299J Washington Street, Boston.

Albany, N. Y., March 21st.

Dear Sir: For some time past I hare used " Humphrey's Collodion Gilding" with
the most eminent success, and In no instance have had cause to complain ; but, on
the contrary, find it all that it has been represented. Y'our " recently improved " manu-
facture surprises me, for 1 did not think it possible for any improvement to be made ovi-r

that I was using. Please forward half-a-dozen bottles without delay; Icannot alTord

to be without It in my establishment. Truly yours, etc., S. J. TUO.MPSOX.

" Humphrey's Collodion Gilding" is the best Varnish I ever used, and I have tried

ai; kinds. J. F. UYDKU.

It is the best article known to preserve Ambrotj-pes or Negatives.—W. JL GAUDNEU,

It Is the best article I ever used. I consider it imperishable.—C. W. GREY.

I am pleased with it. I put up no pictures without it.—L. W. KEEN.

It Is the only varnish that is suitable for Melainotypcs ; I have tried all others In
m.irket. , W. U. DE SUONG.

I am pleased with Humphrey's Collodion Gilding. I expoBcd a glass picture finished
with It, on a roof facing the sun, for one week, to the combined influence of the hot sun, a
severe snow-ftorm, rain, and two hard frosts, one of them while it was covered up with
tiiow, and it kept bright as at first. C. G. OILLETT.

Put itp in Six Ounco Boitles. For D.nlc by all Stock Dcalera



EAGLE
(PATENTED.)

Iig. 1. =* Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

The above valuable invenlion ia now ready for sale. Its advantages over tae eld printing
frames, are :

1. It weighs only one-quarter as much as the old-fashioned piiating frames.
2. It will never break a nej^ative.

3. It can be handled in half the time of any other.

4. It occupies only one-quarter the bulk of any other, and thus eaves expense in packing
and freight.

5. Twenty-five per cent, more printing cnn be done with it than with any other, because
It can be so much more expeditiously handled.

THE CXJXS.
Fig. 1 shows the back of the boards with the brass springs, and a hook or clamp on the

end of each, to hold the negative to the board.
Fig. 2 .shows the fn.nt view, with a negative as it appears when being printed.
Fig. 3 shows the board partly open, to allow the operator to inspect the print, and see how

it is progressing.

Prof. Towler says : " It is decidedly a neat invention ; so light and yet so strong ; so easy
of manipulation, and yet so very appropriate in all its parts. I shall use it altogether in my
laboratory." fc^

The Editor of The Philadelphia Phntngrapher says : " I think it is very neat indeea, and
will be sure to be approved of by all Photographers ; send me half a dozen of each size."

William Campbell says : " It is all I could desire ; so light and so easy of manipulation, and
withal so simple, that it must eventually be the only style of Trinting Frame used. I recom-
mend it to all."

Oscar G. Mason says : " They are a capital contrivance, and will be sure to have a great
sale. It is astonishing that such a frame was never thought of before."

N. G. Burgess says : " It is the neatest thing I have ever seen ; so simple, and yet it

answers every purpose better than any other frame in the market. I shall use them alto-

gether in my new gallery."

Augustus Marshall, of Boston, says : "I think the new board is tipfnp ; I only wish I

could afford to throw away all my old ones, and get a supply of the Eagles."

And numerous others,'which would fill a book to publish.

The following are the

i size, each 50 cents.

i
" 55 '

4ix6i" CO "

4x8 " "0 "

4-4 " 85 "

7x9, size, each $ ^^

8x10 " 95

lOx 12 " 1 10

12x 16 " 2 00

Larger sizes made to Order.

For Sale by all Stock Dealers.



ESTABLISHED 1848.

HUMPHREY'S JOURNAL
OF

PHOTOGKAPHY,
Published by JOSEPH K. L.ADD, Xew York City.

The OLDEST, CHEAPEST, and BEST Photographic

Journal in this Country.

TWENTY-FOUR NUMBERS PER ANNUM FOR THREE DOLLARS.
As many numbers of any other American Journal on our Art, liaving as

many pages, cannot be hadfor less than TEN DOLLARS !

Our object in issuing the Journal every two weeks, is to give, in a plain and practica

manner, everything new in the art, as soon as it appears, and before it gets stale. We
thus keep our readers early posted in all that is new, interesting, or profitable.

HUMPHREY'S JOURNAL OF PHOTOaRAPHY
IS EDITED BY

JOHN TOWLER, M.D.,
Professor of Natural Philosophy and Chemistry in Hobart College ; author of " The

Silver Sunbeam," •' The Am. Photographic Ali»anac," " The Porcelain Picture,"
" Diy Plate Photography," etc. Assisted by able Contributors,

Scientific men and Practical Photographers.

It is known the world over as the first Photographic Journal ever established. Its

editor has been pronounced by English journals as the very best writer on Photography
in this country. Over ten thousaud copies of his photographic books have been sold.

He is a thorough linguist, ana translates for this Journal all that is worth noticing in

The French, Belgian, Prussian, and Italian Journals,
Seventeen volumes of Humphrey's Journal have already appeared, and all admit that

it grows better as it grows older. It has, besides its distinguished editor-in-chief, a host

of regular contributors both in Europe and America. It is the great medium for adver-

tisers of Photographic Goods on this continent, on account of its large circulation. The
bound volume of this Jour.sal complete contains the enormous amount of

1,536 PAGES ANNUALLY.
The Subscription price la only THREE DOLLARS a year ; single copies 15 ceota,

which is

LESS THAN ONE-THIRD THE PRICE
of any other Journal on the art in this country, having as many pages !

BACK VOLUMES (the best and cheapest photographic reading in the world) can be
had for two dollars each, except last year's, which is three dollars.

ADVERTISEMENTS INSERTED ON LIBERAL TERMS.
PHOTOGRAPHERS ! will you take this Journal ' If so, please send your order

with Three Dollars to

JOSEPH H. LADD, Publisher,
600 Broadway, New York.



UNIVERSAL REST
AND

POSING APPARATUS.
Price, Complete with Chair, $100.

NEW INVENTION, BY SARONY, OF SCARBOROUGH, ENGLAND.

The Apparatus is not easily described in a fewwords; its use, however, is

so simple, that it can be operated by any one who has the skill to make a

photograph.

To be fully appreciated it must be seen. It is now in general use in

England, France, and Germany. In America it has been adopted by all

those who have had the fortune to see it. Among those who have ordered

the Apparatus it is onl}' necessary to mention the names of such establish-

ments as Fredricks & Co., Gurney & Son, Brady, Bogardus, Notman and

others to secure for it a favorable attention throughout the country.

The ioUowing are a few of the opinions of gentlemen who are practically

acquainted with the use of the Apparatus:

[From Mr. Notman, Montreal.]

Your patent rest I consider a great boon to photographers, overcomiog many long
felt dilBculties ; and while it gives the photographer more power, it gives to the sitter

greater ease and consequently the pictures are more pleasing and graceful.

[From Bogardus' Gallery.]

For easy freedom, artistic effect, and studied ease, combined with perfect solidity of

the figure, there is nothing to equal this " Posing Machine " of Mr. Sarony's, which I

cheerfully recommend to the Artistic Photographer.

Mr. Sarony is now ready to receive applications for his Posing Apparatus

by mail or otherwise, at his rooms No. 543 Broadway, New York. The rest

can be had stationary or on a movable platform with castors. Liberal terms

granted to Stock Dealers.



SARONY'S PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIES;
ILLUSTRATING THE USE AND CAPABILITIES OF

SARONY'S PATENT UNIVERSAL REST AND
POSING APPARATUS.

These Studies are sold in sheets ; each sheet representing eight different positions and
will be sent by mail for one dollar each sheet.

The following is a list of these subjects :

IMissHengler 11 Miss Tilly 21 Miss W 31

2 Sarony 12 Menken as F. Spy 22 Mrs. Smith 32

3 Paul Maury 1 3 Miss Jones 23 Menken in Uniform 33

4 Mrs. P 14 Mrs. Macready 24 School 34

5 Mr. Palmer 15 Sarony 25 Hengler 35

6 John Bull 16 Menken as F. Spy 26 Miss M 36
7 Adah I. Menken 17 Miss H 27 Miss Dodd 37

8 " •' ISMeuken. W. Hat 28 Hengler 38

9 Master W 19 Miss Hengler 29 Harrison Weir 39

10 Miss Hengler 20 Menken 30 Miss P— & MissD— 40

Of these specimens the Art-Journal says :
" One of the best— it would scarcely be too

much to say the best—whose works we have examined practices in Birmingham. Mr. N.
Sarony is a Canadian by birth, of Italian descent, and he is an artist of much ability. He
has deeply studied the peculiarities of the art he professes, and has issued some examples
that are of the rarest possible excellence, combining accuracy and force in outline with
tone and harmony such as we have seldom seen ; insomuch that hia copies from life

seem to be transcripts from paintings. A series of portraits of the actress Menkiu, in

many attitudes, supply the best evidences of his power. Mr. Sarony uses the " resc,"

invented by his brother of Scarborough—a very useful and ingenious invention to which
not long ago we directed attention. In his ateUer we saw it practically applied ; it is of

immense value to the photographist
;
giving ease and " rest " to the sitter, without in-

volving the smallest constraint ; it would be difficult to over-estimate the value of this
" improvement ;" which we believe every professional worker would adopt if he could

see it in operation."

Send one dollar and address, N. SARONY, 543 Broadway, N. Y.

SARONY'S ALBUMENIZED PAPERS
ARE N0^\^ RE.U)Y FOR DELB'ERY.

In introducing these papers to the American public N. S. would observe,

that they have been used by the leading photographers in Great Britain for

some years, who have expressed their unqualified approval of them. The

advantages in using these papers are: 1st. Evenness of Quality. 2d. Brilli-

ancy of Surface. 3d. Beauty of Tone, as seen in the PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIES published by SARONY, 543 Broadway, X. Y.

Price, $60 per Ream. Sample quu-e sent on receipt of |3.50.

Messrs. J. GURNEY & SON, of Broadway, say ;
" Your paper gives the most com-

plete satisfaction. It is brilliant in tone, tough in texture and, in fact, everything that

can be desired. Send one more ream as soon as yon can ; we are just oat."



DALLMEYER'S CELEBRATED LENSES,
FOR

Portrait, Landscape, Stereoscopic,
AND

Copying Purposes, viz.

:

Single Achromatic Stereoscopic Lens, New Triple Achro-
matic Lens, Quick Acting Carte de Yisite Lenses,

New Stereoscopic Double Combination
Lens, New "Wide-Angle Landscape

Lens, and a G-eneral Assort-
ment of Portrait

Lenses,
Now on hand and for sale by the subscribers, who have been appointed Sole Agents

for the United States. The excellence of these Lenses is so universally conceded, that

it is unnecessary to enlarge upon it here. Persons wishing to purchase can, by sending
for a descriptive catalogue, ascertain all necessary particulars.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,

501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CLEAN HANDS ! CLEAN HANDS !

Patented February 20, 1866.

By means of this new and simple contrivance, the glass can be taken from the plate

shield without beiKg touched by the hands, and the pl.ate can be developed and washed
without getting eitber hand wet. As the plate is held by it enth-ely from the back, an
entire freedom from chances of staining is ensured.

This holder is not liable to get out of order, and is equally useful for dry or wet collo-

dion development. No operator should be without one.

MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY

E. & H. T. AE^THONY & CO.,
501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

PEROXIDE OF^ HYDROGEN.
By the employment of which all traces of Hyposulphite of Soda is re-

moved, preventing thereby the fading and change of color which usually
takes place. For sale in 4 oz. bottles, with instructions for use, by

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.














